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INTRODUCTION

General Assembly resolutions:
of 11 December 1948;
of 19 November 1948;
of 8 December 1049;
of 2 December 1950;
of 26 January 1952;
of 6 November 1952;
of 27 November 1053;
of 4 December 1054;
of 3 December 1955;
of 28 February 1957;
of 12 December 1957.

1. In accordance with the provisions of paragraph 21
of resolution 302 (IV) of 8 December 1949 and para
graph 8 of resolution 1191 (XII) of 12 December 1957,
the following report of the work of the United Nations
Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the
N ear East (UNRWA) for the year ending 30 June
1958 is submitted to the General Assembly.'

2. Just before the close of the period covered by this
report, on 15 June 1958, Mr. Henry R. Labouisse re
signed after serving as Director of the Agency for four
years. His departure was the occasion for many expres
sions of regret on the part of the refugees and the staff,
by whom he was greatly admired.

3. Towards the end of the reporting period, the
N ear East was overtaken by yet another maj or crisis
and, once again, the Agency's work was seriously af
fected. Three months later, while this report is being
written, the crisis is by no means over, although measures
have been taken to find a solution. The Agency is not
directly concerned with political events in the area, but
every incident of this kind has a direct impact upon its
work amongst and on behalf of the refugees. In the
present case, there have been serious interruptions of
communications which have had to be overcome by
costly, and sometimes dangerous, expedients. Neverthe
less, food and other supplies have been moved and dis-

1 A detailed description of the origin of the Agency and its
mission and work prior to 1 July 1957 will be found in the
following annual reports and other United Nations documcnts:

A. Final report of the United Nations Economic Survey
Mission for the Middle East (28 December 1949) (A/AC.25/6,
parts I and II).

B. Report of the Secretary-General on Assistance to Pal
estine Refugees: Official Records of the General Assembly,
Fourtb Session, Ad Hoc Political Committee, Anlle;res, vol. Il,
p. 14 (A/I060).

C. Reports of the Director of UNR\VA and special reports
o f the Director and Advisory Commission to the General
Assembly :

(a) Official Records of the General Assembly, Fifth Session,
Supplement No. 19 (A/145l/Rev.1);

(b) Ibid., Sixth Session, Supple111e11ts Nos. 16 arid 16A
(A/1905 and Add.l);

(c) Ibid., Seventh Session, Supplements Nos. 13 and 13A
(A/2171 and Add.l) ;

(d) iu«, Eighth Session, Supplements Nos. 12 and 12A
(A/2470 and Add.l ) :

(e) Ibid.. Ninth Session, Supplemutts Nos. 17 and 17A
(A/2717 and Add.l);

(f) tus., Tenth Session, Supplemmts Nos. is, 15A and 15B
(A/2978 and Add.l);

(g) lbid., Eleuentl: Session, Supplements Nos. 14 and .Z4A
(A/3212 and Add.!);

(h) Ibid., Twelfth Session, Supplement No, 14 (A/3686)
and A/3735.

D. Per tinent
194 (IlI)
212 (Ill)
302 (IV)
393 (V)
SIJ (VI)
614 (VII)
720 (VIII)
81fl (IX)
916 (X)

1018 (XI)
1191 (XII)

1

tributed on time, and the essential services maintained.
Had the Agency failed in this, yet another cause of grave
unrest would have been added to those already present.

4. In last year's report the Director referred once
again to the attitude of the refugees, to their conviction
that a grave injustice had been done to them and to their
longing to return to their old homes. There are no new
developments to report this year. There have been no
signs of any change from their collective hostility towards
major development projects which, to the refugees, imply
permanent resettlement away from their ancestral homes
and the abandonment of their hopes of repatriation. Nor
has there been any affirmative action by the Government
of Israel to facilitate the implementation of General As
sembly resolution 194 (IU) of 11 December 1948 con
cerning repatriation and cornpensation.P In the absence
of a solution for this political problem, UNRWA's at
tempts to carry out its assigned task of effecting the
"reintegration of the refugees into the economic life of
the Near East either by repatriation or by resettlement"
will continue to be hampered.

5. Nevertheless, the picture is not entirely black.
The signs of <la growing appreciation of the desirability
of self-support and of rehabilitation, in the broad sense of
an improvement in their conditions of life and prospects
for the future", of which the Director wrote last year,"
are even stronger today. Many refugees who had applied
for individual grants, and were disappointed when the
programme had to be closed down, have asked for it to
be re-started. Huts are willingly accepted in place of
tents. Applications for vocational training exceed the
capacity of the Agency's centres. All these are encourag
ing signs. At present, and in the absence of some direct
and positive action, this trend in the attitudes of the refu
gees, which should not be stifled by lack of financial sup
port, is the brightest hope for their future.

6. In the first part of 1957, UNRWA was faced
with a financial crisis of alarming proportions. Shortage
of funds had already obliged it to bring to a close the
rnajority of its activities in the self-support field. There
was even a serious danger that the funds needed for its
basic programme of relief and education would not be
forthcoming. It is with a sense of deep relief that I am
able to report that sufficient contributions have been
received, or are in sight, to permit the Agency to con
tinue these latter activities until the end of 1958 in ac
cordance with the budget submitted to the Assembly
last year. By using money saved as a result of a fall
in the cost of basic commodities, the Agency will be able
to restore some of the standards of the services to the
levels obtaining before the financial crisis. Finally, it is
particularly gratifying to report that, assuming the pay-

2 "The General Assembly ... 11. Resolves that the refugees
wishing to return to their homes and live at peace 'Yith their
neighbours should he permitted l<: do so at the ea!"hest prac
ticable date and that compensation should be paid for the
property of' those choosing not to return and for loss of or
damage 10 property which, under principles of [nternational law
or in equity, should be made good by the Governments or
authorities responsible."

3 A/3686, para. 39.



ment of anticipated pledg~s at the sam~ rate as in the
past, contributions appear hkely. t? 'per!"l11t the Agency to
embark upon a few selected activities I? the self-support
field which had been stopped, and which theref?~e f~a
tured in the second priority of the 1958 rehabilitation
budget. From many points of vie:w-that of the refu
gees of whom a larger number WIll be able to prepare
thel~se1ves to become self-supporting; that of the host
Governments, who strongly support the Agency's educa
tion and vocational training programmes and wo~ld
like to see them expanded; and that of the Agency, which
is happy to observe progress in the constructive fiel? ?f
its mandate-this is a welcome development, and It IS
strongly urged that adequate contributions ~hould be
made once again in order that the progress achieved may
be maintained.

7 Reference must be made on this occasion to
UN'RWA's mandate, which, after successive extensions,
is due to be terminated or renewed on 30 June 1960. As
to the need for the services that the Agency provides,
there can be no question. Even in the most favourable
political circumstances, it would be years before the refu
gees could become self-supporting, however great the

investment in economic development in the Near East.
The question is rather how these services should be pro
vided.

8. UNRWA is one means; there are several others.
UNRWA has proved its efficiency and has built up a
fund of experience, but if the choice falls on one of ~e
others, the decision 111USt be made, and the Agency m
structed, not later than the session of the General As
sembly in 1959. An organization with as many diverse
functions and responsibilities as UNRWA cannot be
wound up in a few days. It employs approximately
10,000 staff members, to whom proper notice must be
given; there are thousands of assets to be transferred or
otherwise disposed of, and hundreds of contracts to be
terminated. All this will need time, as will the prepara
tion of alternative arrangements: there can be no break
in the flow of services and supplies during the hand-over.

9. A decision of this importance should not be taken
without careful study, and it is submitted that the As
sembly should, this year, take steps to arrange for such
a study with a view to presenting a report and recommen
dations to the Assembly in 1959.

I. THE PROVISION OF RELIEF

10. At the beginning of the period under review, 1
July 1957, certain parts of t~e rel.ief programme ?ad
already been affected by financial stringency. In particu
lar, practically all new shelter construction other than the
programme for the replacement of tents by huts, had
been brought to a halt, and the new clothing programme
for children had been abandoned. Attempts were made
not always successfully, to maintain the standards of cur
rent services at lower cost. In short, the relief pro
gramme, never more than a bare one, had been reduced
to a point where any further reduction would have in
volved the elimination of a whole category or categories
of services. Happily, sufficient funds were finally forth
coming to enable the Agency to carry on without further
reductions, and in August of 1958 it appeared that it
would be possible to restore some of the services to the
previous levels if contributions were received during the
last six months in accordance with reasonable expecta
tions. The over-all standard of relief, however, is still
very low, and it is still impossible to offer even these
modest services to all bona fide Palestine refugees in
need of them. Nor can the Agency provide for the
frontier villagers and other claimants for relief such as
the bedouins who have been expelled from their tradi
tional grazing grounds. A special report was submitted
concerning all of these groups to the Assembly in 1954.4

REGISTRATION AND NUMBERS

11. Statistics on the refugee population are given in
annex A. Compared with the number of 933,556 refu
gees receiving services of one kind or another on 30
] une 1957, the number on 30 June 1958 had risen to
963,958. This group of refugees includes those who re
ceive rations and all other services, as well as children,
some of whom receive only services. The increase for
this year is due, as usual, to the natural increase in the
population, as well to the registration of a number of
children born in previous years. In addition, there are

4 A/2978/Add.l.

2

89,390 refugees registered with the Agency who have
become wholly or partly self-supporting and, accordingly,
receive no rations and, in many cases no services.

12. The Agency's means for determining the eligi
bility of refugees for assistance did not improve signifi
cantly during the period. They have never been entirely
satisfactory in any of the host countries. Consequently,
there are inequities in the distribution of re Iief and these
are increasing with the passage of time, although it is
probable that the number of rations actually issued is
roughly equal to the number of refugees entitled to re
ceive them.

13. In Lebanon this problem was least serious. The
graduated income scales appeared to be operating to the
mutual advantage of the refugees and the Agency. Those
who could not wholly support themselves continued to
receive certain services which they could ill afford to
lose. In the Syrian Region of the United Arab Repub
lic, this graduated scale was applied only to refugees
newly recruited and employed by UNRWA, and it has
not so far been introduced in Gaza and Jordan. In
neither the Syrian Region nor in the Gaza strip can
the Agency undertake the necessary investigation into
eligibility without the assistance of the local authorities.
Although this assistance is substantial, there often re
mains for several months a backlog of children over one
year of age who cannot be given rations until the authori
ties can arrange for the surrender of the cards of an
equivalent number of ineligible recipients, of whom there
are undoubtedly considerable numbers.

14. It is in Jordan, however, that the problem re
mains acute. The situation has been described fullv in
previous reports. G The rectification of this 1110St unhappy
situation lies in the hands of the Government and of the
refugees themselves. Towards the end of the reporting

5 A/3212, paras. 15 to 18.
6 Annual report and special report to the tenth session

(A/2978, para. 9 and A/2978/Add.l, section VI) ; Annual report
to the eleventh session (A/3212, para. 14); Annual report to
the twelfth session (A/3686. para. 12).
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increase of the population, and partly of the acceptance
into camps of some of the most needy new applicants in
the Gaza strip and Jordan. The percentage of camp
residents to the total registered refugee population re
mained, however, almost the same, advancing by about
1 per cent to 39.4 per cent. Over the last five years this
proportion has risen from 32.4 per cent.

18. During the past several years, the Agency has
been engaged in a programme of shelter improvement,
the 1110St prominent feature of which is the replacement
of tents by huts. This not only provides the refugee
family with better protection against the elements but
is also in the long run an economy. The nature of shel
ter improvement varies from country to country, or area
to area, for a variety of reasons, many of them historical.
In the Syrian Region, 1110st of the work is done by the
refugees themselves, the Agency contributing a cash grant
for roofing material and the Government a similar cash
grant. In Lebanon, the Agency issues roofing materials,
and it has also constructed some completely new camps,
although none during the present reporting period. In
] ordan and the Gaza strip, construction has largely been
organized and carried out by the Agency itself through
local contractors. A comparatively recent development in
] ordan and the Gaza strip during this reporting period
has been the contribution of labour by some of the refu
gees themselves, thereby helping the Agency to provide
more shelters for the same cost. Nevertheless, the
demand for accommodation is far larger than could be
met from existing funds.

19. The results of the tent replacement programme
thus far are, briefly, as follows: All tents were replaced
by huts in the Gaza strip some years ago; tents have
virtually been eliminated in the Syrian Region; they
have been reduced to about 500 in Lebanon, and to
about 4,400 in Jordan. If adequate funds are provided,
it is expected that nearly all tents can be replaced during
the remaining months of 1958 and in the course of 1959.

20. The replacement of tents does not, however,
constitute the only demand upon the shelter programme.
There remain two important needs which have been men
tioned in previous reports:" those of the squatters and
those arising from family changes. The former is most
acute in Jordan, the latter in the Gaza strip, but both
are general throughout the whole area.

21. By the term "squatters" is meant those bona fide
refugees who are not registered as camp residents but
who, with the passage of time, have settled in make
shift housing around the camps or in quite separate ag
glomerations. In simple equity, their need for, and en
titlement to, Agency-provided shelter is as great as those
of refugees who are already registered in camps. Un
fortunately, there has never been sufficient money simul
taneously to improve the accommodation of registered
camp inhabitants by the replacement of tents or other
wise, and to provide the "squatters" with accommoda
tion by new construction. A modest start has been made
in the past year; in Jordan it was found possible, through
savings in the over-all programme, to authorize the con
struction of an extension to a fairly new camp just out
side of Amman in order to accommodate a particularly
ill-and unhealthily-housed group of refugees in the
Wadi Seer in Amman.

22. The other major shelter requirement is for deal
ing with family changes: marriage, divorce, increase in
family size, etc. In most places, the refugees do what

period, refugees in one or two camps let it be known
that they would be prepared to implement the proposals,
agreed between the Government and the Agency three
years previously, for rectifying the ration rolls. How
ever, before this could be put into effect, the political
situation deteriorated and nothing was done.

FOOD

15. There has been no change quantitatively or quali
tatively in the individual basic food ration nor in the
food value of the supplementary feeding programme. The
numbers of beneficiaries have remained about the same.
The following is a complete list of what UNRWA
provides:

(a) Basic dry rations
A monthly ration for one person consists of:

10,000 grs. of flour
600 grs, of pulses
600 grs. of sugar
500 grs. of rice and/or burghol
375 grs. of oil and fats

This ration provides about 1,500 calories per day and
per person and is issued each month to about 842,500
refugees, on an average. In winter, the basic monthly
ration to all beneficiaries is increased by:

300 grs. of pulses
500 grs. of dates

and then provides about 1,600 calories in all, per day,
per person.

(b) Supplementary feeding:
(i) Whole and sJ,im milk: Whole milk rations, pro

viding the equivalent of 194 calories per day, are issued
to babies aged less than one year. Skimmed milk ra
tions, providing the equivalent of 125 calories per day,
are available to children aged 1-15 years, to pregnant
and nursing mothers, and to others upon meclical recom
mendation. Approximately 218,000 refugees receive
these rations daily.

(ii) Vitamins A & D capsules are available every
other day to all children in UNRWA elementary schools
(during the eight months of the school-year) and daily
to all children up to six years of age attending supple
mentary feeding centres, and to all school-children pre
senting themselves at those centres during the summer
months. On an average, more than one million capsules
are issued every month.

(iii) A hot mid-day meal providing between 600 and
700 calories is given six days weekly to children and
other refugees on medical recommendation. About
45,000 refugees receive the meal daily.

(iv) A monthly dry ration providing 500 calories per
day is issued to women from the beginning of the fifth
month of pregnancy to the end of the twelfth month after
delivery. About 26,000 refugees receive this ration.

(v) A double basic ration is issued monthly to about
1,400 non-hospitalized tuberculosis patients.

16. Thus, in addition to providing a basic ration, the
Agency tries to meet the special needs of the vulnerable
groups.

SHELTER

17. The Agency continued to maintain fifty-seven
camps in the four host countries. The number of refu
gees in camps increased by about 23,000 in the period
under review. This was the result, partly of the natural
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they can themselves, and often the Agency's cont~ibution
is restricted to giving the cost of a roof or matenals for
a roof to complete shelter already built by refugees. The
Agen~yhas been able to allocate some funds for these
purposes, but not enough.

23. Total shelter construction in the p.eriod under re
view was as follows: through a combination of hut con
struction and the provision of roofing materials or cash
grants, some 7,000 families benefited from improved
shelter, including the replacement of about 3,500 tents b1
huts. In the eighteen months to the end. of .1959, 1£
funds are available, it is planned to provide Improved
shelter for nearly 20,000. families.. This ~ill complete
replacement of all remaining tents 111 official camps. by
huts (about 5,000), will ~eet the most urg~nt require
ments arising out of family changes and WIll go some
way towards meeting the problem of squatters.

HEALTH

24. An account of the Agency's health services is
contained in annex B. As in the past, the emphasis has
been placed on preventive medi~ine. and on. health edu~a
tion, although the Agency mam~a1l1s static al:d mobile
clinics for the treatment of the SIck, and provides some
2,000 hospital beds, mainly subsidized, in government or
private institutions. In general, the health of the refugees
under the Agency's care has continued to be satisfactory.

25. Throughout the reporting period, the whole
health programme has been the subject of intensive re
view so that, if possible, the same amount of money
might provide better services than in the past. As a re
sult, there has been a redistribution of hospital beds in
J ordan so as to equalize services throughout the area
and to improve standards of care. The milk and supple
mentary feeding centres, which are also administered as
part of the health programme, have also received a more
than usually close scrutiny and some re-allocations and
adjustments have been made to ensure that refugees who
need the services receive it. Very little more in the way
of improvement can, however, be expected without an
increase in the .level of expenditure.

26. The nutritional status of the refugees remains un
der constant surveillance. A recent informal study by
an expert of the World Health Organization shows that
over the last two years there has been no deterioration
in the general nutritional status of the refugees while it
has even improved in some respects. An expansion of the
supplementary feeding programme for young children
would, however, be advisable. As in the case of the
existing programme, beneficiaries would be selected by
the doctors on medical grounds. This, in turn, will re
quire an increase in the number of doctors, all of whom
have more to do than they should.

27. One of the most frequent causes of infant mor
bidity and mortality in the Near East is summer diar
rhoea, the specific etiology of which remains largely un
known. In endeavouring to combat it among refugee
children, emphasis is placed on education in environ
mental sanitation. In addition, last year, special post
diarrhoea menus were introduced in the feeding centres;
two rehabilitation and rehydration centres were estab
lished as an experiment.

28. With regard to tuberculosis control, the emphasis
placed on domiciliary treatment combined with the use
of the new chemotherapeutic agents has been continued
and is proving satisfactory. Investigation of the incidence
of the disease also continues. In the Gaza strip, for ex-

4

ample, tuberculin testing of 35,000 children from the
ages of 6 to 15 was conducted by the Agency with equip
ment and some staff loaned by the United Nations
Emergency Force. A mass X-ray survey of school chil
dren living in the N ablus area in Jordan is also being
carried out.

29. In environmental sanitation, more piped water
supplies and septic tank latrines have been provided, thus
promoting the public health of the camp communities.

WELFARE

30. A description of the Agency's welfare services,
consisting of group activities and individual case-work, is
to be found in annex C.

31. The Agency's welfare programme has again con
centrated on assisting camp residents to combat idleness;
the refugees have shown an increasing interest in various
opportunities for occupying their time usefully.

32. UNRWA assists refugees who wish to take up in
their camps the trades they once practised in Palestine
by providing them with the means to buy the necessary
tools or equipment. A barber, a tinsmith, a tailor, a shoe
repairer are typical examples of the many who are back at
work.

33. As a further development, the Agency by con
tributing advice and, sometimes, initial supplies, has en
couraged refugees with a common interest or trade to
band together and form srnall craft co-operatives. In
some cases, co-operative members themselves have shown
considerable initiative by raising additional sums from
outside sources. An interesting example is the agricul
tural co-operative recently formed by forty-four refugee
heads of families at Karameh Camp, near Jericho. They
had been farming individually on some privately-owned
land nearby, for which they paid rent. The refugee
farmers improved the land and eventually joined together
to raise a considerable sum of money to buy the land for
themselves. The American Friends of the Middle East,
impressed with their purpose and with their past efforts,
have loaned them an additional $12,000 and the Arab
Land Bank of J ordan a similar amount, all of which
has made the purchase of this land possible. With the
formation of the co-operative, they are now buying seeds
on a wholesale basis and they will market their products
collectively. This has made an impression on other refu
gees in the locality and additional groups have made
similar proposals which are now under consideration. It
is hoped that in time they will become self-supporting.

34. These efforts in the general field of welfare
small grants, advice, etc.-should not be confused with
the individual grants programme which is described in
paragraph 53 of this report.

35. The Agency continues, through its case-work
services, to try to met special individual needs that are
not covered by the other relief services. The many volun
tary agencies operating in the area are of great help in
this work. Of particular interest, perhaps, is the pro
gramme for assistance to the handicapped. In the past
year, the Agency was able to place seventy-four blind
and deaf and dumb children in various local institutions
where they receive education and training to become
useful citizens.

36. The work of the many voluntary agencies which
assist the Palestine refugees is summarized (to the extent
that it concerns the Agency's mandate) in annex C to
this report. It is, as usual, impossible to overstate the
value of their work, and UNRWA is deeply grateful for
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11. ASSISTANCE TOWARDS SELF·SUPPORT
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their efforts. These agencies greatly assist the refugees
by providing funds and supplies ( especially used
clothing) .

CLOTHING

37. It will be recalled that financial difficulties obliged
the Agency to bring the programme for new clothing to
a halt last year. Accordingly, no new cloth was purchased
in the period under review; stocks on hand were turned
into clothes and distributed to 234,000 children.

38. An appeal was made for gifts of cloth which has
resulted in one major response thus far. At the time of
writing (August 1958), CARE has promised enough
cloth to provide one set of garments for all children of
1-15 years of age in the Gaza strip; cloth for the 1-5
age group has already arrived. The garments will be
cut in the Agency's sewing centres and sewn by the
refugee mothers. The Near East Christian Council
(NECC) and individual members of the United Nations
Emergency Force have also contributed towards the pur
chase of cloth. It is to be hoped that the response will

41. Early in 1957, the financial situation was so
serious that the Agency was obliged to take a number
of decisions which seriously affected the rehabilitation
programme. As reported last year, 8 these included: the
termination of the individual grants programmes in
] ordan and Syria; the closure of the teacher-training
centres in Jordan; deferring the construction and equip
ment of new vocational and agricultural training cen
tres; deferring the re-equipment of the agricultural train
ing centre in the Gaza strip; ending all new project
activities; no construction of new schoolrooms; and
the restriction of the number of students entering sec
ondary schools.

42. What remained of the rehabilitation programme
after the application of these measures consisted of a
general education system ( elementary and secondary
schooling plus a minimum of higher education), two
currently existing vocational training centres, a place
ment service, and the completion of a few minor self
support projects.

43. Contributions received during the period under
review were sufficient to enable the Agency to continue
this rump of a rehabilitation programme at the reduced
levels described above. In August 1958, it became ap
parent that the financial situation would allow the Agency
after consultation with the Advisory Commission to
embark, in a modest way upon some of the activities
which had been stopped and which had been allotted
second priority in the 1958 rehabilitation budget. In
view of changes in refugee attitudes reported in para
graph 5 above, this is a most opportune development. It
should also be possible to restore standards in the educa
tion programme to the pre-1957 level, control over ex
penditure in the recent past having had to be so strict
that standards have in some instances actually declined.

44. What the Agency has been able to do in general
education and vocational training is described in annex E.
The Agency's activities in connexion with the handful
of uncompleted projects are described in annex D, The
following paragraphs emphasize the important points.

a Aj3686, para. 38.
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grow and that all needy refugee children throughout the
area can again be given new clothing. Meanwhile, dona
tions of used clothes and footwear, on which the Agency
continues to pay freight charges remain as necessary as
ever.

SUMMARY-RELIEF STANDARDS

39. The Agency has been able to provide relief serv
ices generally along the lines foreseen in its budget.
These services by no means meet all needs, either quan
titatively or qualitatively. At the end of the reporting
period, some under-expendi ture became apparent. A
start will therefore be made to meet some of the more
urgent needs described above: for example, a little more
shelter and a slight expansion of the supplementary feed
ing programme.

40. This, it should be emphasized, will represent no
change in basic standards of relief, which are still con
sidered inadequate. Any significant improvement would
require the assurance in advance of considerably more
funds than are presently being contributed.

GENERAL EDUCATION

45. The Agency's education system remains one of
its most important means for preparing the refugees to
become self-supporting wherever they may ultimately
live. Its object is to provide elementary education for all
refugee children, secondary education for a proportion
of the refugee school population roughly equal to the
proportion of the indigenous school population receiving
it in the host countries, university scholarships for a
small number of the 1110st gifted students, and as much
vocational training as the Agency can afford.

46. During the 1957-1958 school-year, about
173,000 children benefited from the Agency's elementary
and secondary education programmes; of these, nearly
118,000 attended the Agency's 381 schools, the balance
of about 55,000 being enrolled in Government or private
schools where they were subsidized by UNRWA.

47. It will be recalled that during tile earlier part of
the period under review there was a very real possibility
that, for financial reasons, the Agency would be able to
complete only the 1957-1958 school-year and would be
unable to begin the next one. Not until mid 1958 did it
become clear that contributions would be sufficient to
cover expenditure for the school-year 1957-1958 and to
enable the Agency to plan for the school-year 1958-1959.
During 1958-1959, it will be necessary to expand the
physical facilities and increase the number of teachers in
order to meet the demands of the larger number of chil
dren. Arrangements are being made to construct 209 new
classrooms which will avoid the introduction of triple
shifting and arrest the trend towards double-shifting,

48. The continued lack of well-trained teachers still
causes difficulties. Having been obliged to close its two
teacher-training centres for lack of funds, the Agency
had to rely last year on less satisfactory expedients, such
as summer training courses. These expedients, together
with the fact that there is a larger number of students
who have completed their secondary education from
whom candidates for teachers may be selected, have
made it possible to maintain the general level of teach
ing. Any real improvement in standards will, however,
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only be secured by reopening the teacher-training cen
tres. This is highly desirable from every point of view.

49. The handicraft programme in the Gaza strip
and Jordan continues successfully, and its extension to
Lebanon and Syria will be undertaken as soon as funds
permit.

VOCATIONAL TRAINING

SO. It proved impossible to build the additional vo
cational training centres for which plans had been pre
pared (two in Lebanon, one in Jordan ). Accordingly,
the Agency concentrated upon refining the curricula and
otherwise improving the two centres already running in
Jordan and the Gaza strip and on establishing at Tripoli
in Lebanon a course for the training of pipeline-welders
for whom a keen demand exists in the Persian Gulf
area. Annex E describes the programme and achieve
ments in detail and shows how enrolment in the two
established centres has increased from 251 to 363, and is
expected to rise by October 1958 to 430.

51. The Agency considers that it would be most
desirable to reactivate all of its plans for constructing
and operating more vocational training centres through
out the area. It is proposed to include at least one
teacher-training centre and to expand the vocational
training programme among the resumed activities to
which reference is made in paragraph 43 above.

PLACEMENT

52. The placement service has been maintained to
assist those refugees who are sufficiently skilled in trades
and professions to obtain work in neighbouring Arab
countries. More refugees have thus found permanent
jobs than during any previous period, in spite of the un
settled conditions of the past few months.

INDIVIDUAL GRANTS PROGRAMME

53. As noted in last year's report, one of the most
successful means found by the Agency for helping refu
gees to become self-supporting was the individual grants
programmes in Jordan and Syria. Under the pro
grammes, the Agency undertook to make grants, in
modest per capita amounts not exceeding $500, to refu
gees desiring to establish themselves in economically

SS. The cnSIS which developed in Lebanon after
10 May 1958 confronted the Agency with a number of
serious problems arising from the disturbances and armed
conflict there, but by no means confined to that country.
Despite the difficulties, UNRWA was able to continue
its essential services.

56. While the immediate problem was that of main
taining relief services for the more than 100,000 refu
gees in Lebanon, UNRWA had also to face the equally
complex problem of ensuring the continuous flow of
supplies for the Arab refugees living in Syria and J or
dan, which had been endangered as a result of the situa
tion in Lebanon. There was a general strike which
closed the port of Beirut, 1I1o.r1e it impossible to move
supplies from the port area to the UNRvVA base ware
house ill another part of the town, and rendered all op
erations in LeJxl110n very difficult. In addition, the area
north of Tripoli was cut off by land from the rest of
Lebanon, all road traffic from Beirut to Syria and Jor-
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sound ventures. The first such programme was started
in Syria and was originally concentrated on the estab
lishment of tailors, seamstresses and the like in self-sup
porting work, but was later expanded to cover other
fields of activity, including agriculture. The programme
in Jordan, which began in early 1955, made provision for
grants for various types of enterprises (agricultural,
commercial and industrial) and also for housing. The
cost of these programmes was low; as of April 1957
more than 7,200 refugees had been made self-supporting
in the two countries (5,400 in Jordan and 1,800 in
Syria) at a total cost of $2,324,000. The history of the
Jordan programme is of particular interest; and was
described in last year's report" as follows:

"When it was first discussed publicly in 1954,
there was considerable local political agitation against
it on the alleged ground that its success would preju
dice the refugees' rights to repatriation; and its com
mencement was thus delayed for several months. In its
early days of operation, it also encountered constant
opposition from the refugees and its success was fre
quently in doubt. During the year under review, the
opposition diminished considerably and, even more
important, increasingly large numbers of refugees
sought to participate in the programme. It has, there
fore, been exceptionally disappointing-to the Agency,
to the interested refugees and to the Government
that lack of funds has forced the Agency to bring this
project to an end. When the Agency was compelled by
lack of funds to stop receiving applications, it had on
hand a backlog of about 1,600 in Jordan. Each ap
plication normally represents a family, all members
of which benefit from the grant and become self-sup
porting."
54. Although it was not possible to revive this de

sirable programme in the period under review, provision
has been made in the 1959 budget (under chapter II)
to resume it should the funds be made available. The
improved financial position which became apparent after
the end of the reporting period will permit a modest
beginning to be made. It is earnestly hoped that the
funds will be provided to expand this programme so that
the initiative will not again be lost.

\) A/3686, para. 49.

dan was stopped, and the Syrian-Jordanian border was
closed on a number of occasions. Circumstances were
rendered even more difficult by the almost day-to-day
changes in the situation both inside and outside Lebanon.

57. Amongst measures adopted to meet the situation
within Lebanon, inland transport was obliged to proceed
in convoy, under army escort. Supplies had to be car
ried by sea to the refugee camp of Nahr el-Bared, north
of Tripoli, and unloaded on open beaches, often in haz
ardous circumstances. A daily liaison service by motor
boat was established to transport serious medical cases
from the camp to a hospital in Tripoli. UNRWA water
tankers maintained regular supplies of water to camps
situated in areas where water mains had been blown up.
UNRWA ambulances were on some occasions the only
regular means of communication with isolated camps.
Owing to the closure of normal supply routes through
Beirut, the Agency had to divert ships to Latakia (to
supply Syria and Jordan), to Aqaba (to supply Jordan)
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a nd to Port Said for trans-shipment to Aqaba. It es
tablished port and transport offices in Aqaba and Latakia
and obtained warehouse accommodation in those con
gested ports. New arrangements had to be made for the
transport of supplies from Aqaba to Amman and Jeru
salem, and from Latakia to Damascus and Amman. In
Syria and Jordan, increased use was made of local pro
curement to make good deficiencies caused by the im-

59, The three previous annual reports have drawn
attention to difficulties arising from Government-Agency
relations.10 The background to these difficulties has not
changed: the refugee problem represents for the Arab
Governments a burning political issue both of internal
and foreign policy, while the nature and size of the
Agency's operations give them an exceptional importance
in the life of the host countries. Once again, it must be
recorded that the host Governments provide a very sub
stantial amount of assistance to the refugees and to the
Agency, some of this through the Agency but the larger
part going directly to the refugees. This imposes a
financial strain on some of the Governments which must
not be forgotten when the question of UNRWA's re
lationships with them is considered.

60. The General Assembly in its resolution 1018
(XI) of 28 February 1957 noted:

"that the host Governments have expressed the
wish that the Agency continue to carry out its man
date in their respective countries or territories and
have expressed their wish to co-operate fully with the
Agency and to extend to it every appropriate assist
ance in carrying out its functions, in accordance with
the provisions of Articles 104 and 105 of the Charter
of the United Nations, the terms of the Convention on
the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations,
the contents of paragraph 17 of resolution 302 (IV)
and the te1111S of the agreement with the host Govern
ments;

and requested:

"the host Governments to co-operate fully with
the Agency and with its personnel and to extend to the
Agency every appropriate assistance in carrying out its
functions" .

10 A/297S, para. S9 and annex G; A/3212, paras. 7 to 84 and
annex G; A/3686, paras. 70 to 76 and annex H.

64. A full report of the Agency's financial operation
is contained in annex F; the Agency's budget for the
calendar year 1959 is set forth in annex G. The following
paragraphs highlight the important facts concerning the
Agency's financial position.

65. Early in 1957, the Agency faced a most alarming
financial crisis which continued until the end of that
year, There were two principal reasons for the crisis:
expenditure generally, but more especially on education
and other rehabilitation (or self-support) activities, had
been rising; on the other hand, reserves, accumulated
during the early part of the Agency's existence, were

7

mobilization in Beirut of the goods originally bought for
the purpose.

58. These emergency operations have cost the
Agency an appreciable additional sum of money-pro
visionally estimated at $100,OOO-but none of its activi
ties were so seriously affected that the distribution of
rations was delayed .

61. During the period under review, the co-operation
and assistance of the host Governments, although varying
in extent from time to time and from country to country,
were generally sufficient to enable the Agency to carry
out its broad programme, Indeed, the co-operation and
assistance received during the recent political crisis were
of a particularly high order and were an important fac
tor in enabling the Agency to continue its services un
interruptedly.

62. I t must, however, be recorded with regret that
difficulties have been experienced-difficulties which
should never have arisen in the case of a United Nat ions
Agency which has been operating for a number of years
in close association with the host Governments. These
difficulties can be characterized as attempts unduly to
interfere in some aspects of the Agency's work, particu
larly in matters having to do with personnel, taxation,
and the import and export of goods. They appear to arise
mainly from failure to appreciate at all levels the impli
cations of the Agency's status as a subsidiary organ of
the United Nations. Annex H of this report describes
some of these problems in detail. For the most part, al
though taken separately each problem is not immediately
critical, collectively they constitute a challenge to the
principles governing the operations of the United Nations
and have sometimes hindered the efficient carrying out of
certain of the Agency's activities.

63. To sum up, it may be said that over-all relations
with Governments during the period under review remain
unchanged and generally satisfactory. Unfortunately, to
ward the end of the period, there was a recurrence of
difficulties in the Gaza strip which appeared to have their
origin in the failure of the Government to recognize the
legal status of UNRW A. Immunity from legal process
was denied, and permits to enter or re-enter Gaza were
refused to a number of the Agency's international staff,
Discussion is continuing in the hope that these difficulties
can be resolved.

running out; by December 1957, they were down to
$8.5 million, enough to finance only three months of
operations. It was therefore essential either that reserves
be replenished or that contributions in any given period,
which for several years had been running at a level
sufficient only to meet the costs of the relief programme,
be raised to new levels sufficient to cover the expenses,
not only of relief, but of rehabilitation as well.

66. When it became evident early in 1957 that,
despite earlier appeals and warnings, contributions were
unlikely to meet the needs of all activities then under
way, the Agency introduced measures to reduce expendi-



ture. These affected mainly the self-support programme,
but to some extent also the relief programme. The
Agency's activities were reduced to a bare minimum.
It was estimated then that it would cost about $33 mil
lion a year to finance these programmes at the reduced
level and that a further $8 million would be needed to
restore those programmes which had had to be eliminated.
Yet, as late as 6 December 1957, when the Director ad
dressed the members of the General Assemblyll for the
third time in as many months, contributions in sight for
1958 amounted to only about $25 million.

67. The first three operative paragraphs of resolution
1191 (XII) of 17 December 1957 stated:

"The General Assembly . . . . Draws the attention of
Governments to the critical position of the United
Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refu
gees in the Near East, and urges them to consider
to what extent they can contribute or increase their
contributions in order that the Agency may carry out
its budgeted relief and rehabilitation programmes and
that cuts in services may be avoided;

Requests the Secretary-General, in view of the
critical financial position of the Agency, to make, as
a matter of urgent concern, special efforts to secure
the additional financial assistance needed to meet the
Agency's budgets and to provide adequate working
capital;

Directs the Agency to pursue its programme for the
relief and rehabilitation of refugees, bearing in mind
the response to paragraphs 1 and 2 above."

68. In the course of the next few months, a number
of Governments responded to this appeal.P By April
1958, it appeared that sufficient pledges had been or
would be made to finance existing activities for 1958. The
next problem was to obtain the payment of these pledges
in time to enable the Agency to take full advantage of
the United States contribution. This contribution, it will
be recalled, is subject to the stipulation that it shall not
exceed 70 per cent of total contributions from all Gov
ernments. Since the United States pledge is made and
paid for the United States fiscal year which runs July
June, the last elate for receiving matching payments is
30 June in any year. In the event, sufficient contributions
were received on almost the last day of June 1958 to
permit the United States to pay over the whole of its
pledge, less about $4,000.

69. At the beginning of July, there was only about
$1.9 million unpaid from pledges available to the Agency
for 1958. If, however, it is assumed that regular con
tributors who have not yet pledged for 1958, or whose
fiscal year does not permit them to pledge until the last
half of 1958, will do so and will make payments as they
have done in the past years, it is then possible to esti
mate total income for 1958 at $34.5 million. This will
consist of about $33 million in pledges made and paid
for the period and about $1.5 million on account of
pledges for prior years, a windfall that cannot be counted
on for 1959.

70. Meanwhile, expenditure on the reduced pro
grammes envisaged in the budget presented to the Gen
eral Assembly last year is running at the rate of about
$31 million (for the year 1958), somewhat under the

11 Aj3603; AjSPC.20jRev.1; AjSPCj23.
12 Table 5 appended to annex F shows all Governments who

have contributed thL1S far in 1958, and table 6 those who have
increased their contribution over previous years.
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budget rate as a result, mainly, of an unexpected drop in
the price of basic commodities during the early part of
1958.

71. Thus, on certain favourable assumptions, the
Agency may receive as much as $3.5 million more in
1958 than it would have to spend on its minimum pro
grammes. After consultation with the Advisory Com
mission it has been decided that of this surplus, the first
$2 million will be spent on restoring the standards of
facilities provided under these programmes and approved
in previous years; the remaining $1.5 million will be
used to make a modest start on activities which were al
lotted second priority in the 1958 budget. Since for tech
nical reasons it is unlikely that expenditure on the latter
can begin before 1959, these activities have been shown
again in the 1959 budget and the money to finance them
will be set aside for that purpose.

72. At the close of 1958, therefore, it is estimated
that the Agency's financial position will be approxi
mately the same as it was at the beginning of the year,
that is, there will be reserves sufficient for barely three
months' operations and the Agency will be completely
dependent upon the timely receipt of adequate contribu
tions for 1959 if operations are to continue without
interruption and at proper levels. This basically unsat
isfactory financial position-unsatisfactory because con
tributions are rarely paid before the beginning of the
financial year, and because there is no cushion of re
serves-will not be relieved by the expected surplus of
contributions over expenditure in 1958 described above,
since, in the first place, this surplus (if it materializes)
will be used to restore minimum programme standards
to more nearly normal levels and to finance a portion
of the self-support chapter of the 1959 budget. In the
second place, the factors giving rise to this surplus (the
payment of prior years' pledges and a reduction in com
modity prices) cannot be counted on to occur again in
1959. The problem facing the Agency, therefore, is to
be assured of contributions sufficient to cover its budget
for 1959 and to have reserves sufficient to finance opera
tions for a reasonable length of time should receipt of
contributions be delayed.

73. In the 1959 budget, existing activities-relief
and education, mainly-have been designated as chapter
1. It is estimated that the continuation of these activities
will cost $33.4 million in 1959, as compared with a
budget estimate of $32.9 million for 1958. Under chapter
II of the 1959 budget have been grouped the self-support
activities which were stopped for lack of funds in 1957
and which it is now proposed to restart. The amount
that it is estimated could be spent for these purposes in
1959 is $4.1 million of which, as explained in paragraph
71 above, $1.5 million may be available at the end of
1958. Thus, a total of $36 million in new money will
be required to finance the 1959 budget.

74. It is again repeated that the Agency's financial
operations are seriously hampered by the absence of ade
quate working capital. This year's experience has pro
vided additional proof. Had there been a reasonable
reserve, it would have been possible to commence work
upon approved programmes several months earlier, as
soon as it became apparent that a surplus of contributions
over expenditure would exist. The Agency is therefore
again asking for the constitution of an adequate working
capital fund by the provision of $6.5 million, in addition
to the amount required for the two chapters of the 1959
budget.
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75. Although the Agency is not responsible for rais
ing funds, I should like to express, on behalf of the refu
gees and all interested in their welfare, appreciation for
the special efforts that have been made this year to raise

the level of contributions-especiaIly to the contributing
Governments themselves and to the Secretary-General
and his staff. It is very much hoped that these efforts will
be continued.

VI. SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS
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76. The Agency has continued to carry out the work
assigned to it by the General Assembly within the limits
imposed by the political aspects of the Palestine problem.
It has been faced once again with the effects of a major
political crisis but has nevertheless managed to continue
the provision of essential supplies and services through
the employment of costly, and sometimes hazardous,
expedients.

77. The financial crisis with which it was faced in the
middle of 1957 has been met and temporarily overcome
thanks to the generosity of contributing Governments
and the efforts of the Secretary-General and his staff.
Essential programmes (including education) have been
maintained and it is hoped, by the end of 1958, to re
store the standards of some services which were affected
by the imposition of economy measures to meet the
crisis. It is also hoped to undertake a limited number of
the projects in the self-support programme which had
been deferred owing to the shortage of funds. It is highly
desirable that these projects should be continued and, to
a modest extent, expanded. There are, however, no
grounds for complacency; continued and indeed increased
financial support is as urgent as ever.

9

78. The approach of the end of the Agency's man
date in June 1960 requires action by the Assembly to
enable it to decide what steps should be taken to provide
services which will still be needed.

79. In summary, the following is therefore required:
(a) Immediate payment of all outstanding pledges;
(b) Immediate payment by those of the Agency's

regular contributors who have not done so of contribu
tions for 1958, or, where applicable, for the last half of
1958 in amounts pro rata to their normal contributions
for a full year;

(c) Approval of UNRWA's budget for 1959;
(d) Pledging and payment of at least $36 million

to enable UNRW A to implement its programmes in
1959;

(e) Payment of all contributions towards the 1959
budget in advance of expenditure-that is, one half be
fore 1 January 1959 and the remainder before 1 July
1959;

(f) Payment of $6.5 million to enable the Agency to
establish a small reserve of working capital; and

(g) Arranging for a study, report and recommenda
tions for dealing with the situation after 30 June 1960.
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Table 2

DISTRIBUTION OF REFUGEES ACCORDING TO AGE AND COUNTRY OF

RESIDENCE AS AT 30 JUNE 1958

Conntr» 0-1 vcar
15 years and Number of

1-15 .~ears ouer families

Gaza ••••••••• 10 •••••• 0 ••• 5,309 104,116 116,150 40,883
Jordan •• 00 ••••••••••••• , •• 9,826 223,804 305,889 103,411
Lebanon •• lOO •••••••••• 0 •• 654 42,504 59,133 23,505
Syria .0 ••••••• 0 ••••••••••• 3,378 39,442 53,753 22,461

TOTAL 19,167 409,866 534,925 190,260

Table 3

NUMBER OF REFUGEES IN CAMPS ACCORDING TO COUNTRY

Countr» I uwe 1950 l unc 1951 June 1952 III"e 195, l une 1954 I"ne1955 JlIlle 1956 J1I1,. 1957 !fme 1958

Gaza ........................ 95,000 102,536 90,670 81,367 96,500 124,107 129,741 123,770 132,242

Jordan ••••••••••••• 00 ••• 0 ••• 110,655 115,867 134,588 145,962 153,967 153,250 167,364 171,579 180,970
Lebanon ••••••••••• 0 •••••••• 28,799 34,363 36,881 37,236 37,333 38,670 42,494 45,143 46,740
Syria ............... 0 •••••••• 33,144 23,478 18,989 17,698 17,830 19,725 19,082 20,106 20,575

TOTAL 267,598 276,294 281,128 282,263 305,630 335,752 358,681 360,598 380,527

Number in camps as a per-
centage of the refugees
shown in table 1......... 29.30/0 32.30/0 32.6% 32.4% 34.4% 37.1% 38.9% 38.60/0 39.40/0

ANNEX B

HEALTH SERVICES

1. ORGANIZATION AND STAFF

1. The organization of the Agency's health services
has remained substantially unchanged during the period
under review. The World Health Organization, by
agreement with the Agency, continues to be responsible
(or the technical direction of these services, providing
certain of the senior staff, including the Chief Medical
Officer of the Agency.

2. As mentioned in the previous report.> the para
mount importance of preventive medicine as well as the
value of health education of the public are two subjects
which are constantly emphasized in the field in order to

I A/3686, annex D, para. 2.

develop to a maximum among the staff an awareness
and appreciation of their influence in improving the state
of health of the refugee population.

3. Table 1 below records the number of staff em
ployed in the Agency's health services (including per
sons seconded by WHO) as at 30 June 1958; it shows
a slight decrease during the present period of report, due
mainly to the reduction of posts under the supplementary
feeding programme. There has been a moderate increase
of the numbers employed in sanitation and maintenance.
The table does not include the hundreds of workers em
ployed in hospitals and clinics subsidized by the Agency
for the provision of services to the refugees.

Table 1

Headquarters Lebawo.. Syria Jordan Gaza Total

Internationat staff
Doctors .
Nurses .
Sanitation officers .
Nutritionist .
Supply and materials officer (medical)

4
1
1
1
1

11

1
1

°°°

1 1 1
1 1 1
0 ° 0

° ° 0
0 0 0

SUB-TOTt.L

8
5
1
1
1
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Table 2

!1 There are in addition two private specialists hired on a contractual basis.
b There are: in addition; eight private practitioners hired on a contractual basis.

Descn'Ption Lebancw Ssrh: Lordcn Gaza Total

General medical cases ............... 282,3.14 331,646 590,575 430,154 1,634,729
Dressings and skin .................. 155,406 128,939 808,272 493,856 1,586,473
Eye cases " ........................ 162,140 56,531 973,972 542,360 1,735.003
Dental loo •••• ' ••• 0 '" ••••• 01 ••• 000. 26,486 17,148 41,866 11,323 96,823

--
TOTAL 626,386 534,264 2,414,685 1,477,693 5,053,028

Table 1 (continued)

Headouorters Lebanow SY";a Iordo« Gas» Total

Area staff
92Doctors, full-time .................. 1 18 13 45 15

Doctors, part-time ................. 0 0 In 4 0 5
Dentists, full-time ....... , .......... 0 1 1 0 1 3
Dentists, part-time ••• ,0 •••••••••••• 0 0 0 I b 0 1
Nurses (nurse midwives and public

health nurses) ., •••• 0 '0_ ••••• 0 •• 0 1 18 14 51 18 102
Auxiliary nurses (practical, aid, CBA) 0 29 32 198 67 326
Midwives ••••••••••••• 0 •• •••• •••••• 0 7 2 1 3 13
Sanitation and maintenance officers ... 0 3 2 3 2 10
Food supervisors .0.0 •..•••.••••••.• 0 2 1 3 1 7
Laboratory technicians ............. 0 2 1 3 3 9
Pharmacists and technicians ......... 1 1 1 1 1 5
Health educator .................... 1 0 0 0 0 1
Others:

190Medical '0 •••••••• , ••••••••••••••• 25 25 19 72 49
Sanitation and maintenance ........ 1 9 6 13 46 75
Supplementary feeding/milk •••• o. 0 7 5 13 15 40

SUB-TOTAL 879
Labour category
Medical •• 0.0 •••••••••••••••••••••• 1 38 37 142 85 303
Sanitation and maintenance .......... 0 146 61 584 571 1,362
Supplementary feeding/milk ........ 0 123 106 505 237 971

SUB-TOTAL 2,636

GRAND TOTAL 3,531
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1958, will slu

on the standards of hospital care, as it was associated
with improvements of services taken as a whole. Mainly
Ti3 beds were involved in the decrease (see below, para.
35) .

9. The decrease in general beds in Jordan was ef
fected in accordance with the hospital reorganization

6. Certain modifications of existing services took
place in Lebanon and Syria to meet the changing needs
in different areas or to provide improved facilities where
these were necessary and possible. In Lebanon, during
November, a new polyclinic was established on the
outskirts of Saida town and close to Ein el Hilweh camp
to serve not only the refugee population living in these
two centres, but also that of the nearby Mia Mia camp.
This arrangement permitted the closure of the three
small clinics previously utilized. Similarly, with the open
ing during the same month of new clinics premises to
serve Burj e1 Barajneh and Shatila camps near Beirut,
a further two small clinics were no longer required. In
Syria, an extra mobile clinic was established in January
to serve certain outlying groups.

7. The following table shows the number of visits
paid to Agency clinics during the reporting period:

2. CLINICS, HOSPITALS AND LABORATORIES

4. The number of clinics operated directly or sub
sidized in cash by the Agency is seventy-two, of which
sixty-four are static and eight are mobile, the latter cover
ing thirty-three points of service. In addition, the serv
ices of government clinics and a number of voluntary
societies' clinics are utilized as well as the out-patient
department facilities of large hospitals in the host
countries.

S. On the whole, satisfactory services have been
maintained throughout the year, though in Jordan the
shortage of medical officers imposed some strain at times
in clinics. In Lebanon, the public unrest during May and
June limited the use that was made by the refugee popu
lation of the facilities provided almost uninterruptedly
throughout the whole of this difficult period.

n. TIle number of hospital beds maintained bv or re
(j'i(~d for rhe ,\,,;::ncy decreased from 2,150 in June

]1157 [J 2.1:!2 ill June 1958. This decrease was the re
",;I, et i.k' n'()rg';lili;~;ltion and readjustment of the hos
pital services cO meet the changing' ;Iccds in the different
areas (,f operations, and did not reflect unfavourably

12



•
plan, whereby transfers were to be carried out from
Jerusalem to areas much poorer in hospital beds such as
N ablus and Amman. The first stage of the operation-the
clo~ure-is reflec.ted in ~he figures for the end of the
penod under re~lew, while the opening of the new beds
111 Amman and 111 Nablus, foreseen for July and August
1958, will show only in the next report.

. 10. :rhe number of beds in Syria decreased slightIy
III cert~lll government hospitals while some small camp
ma~erl11ty posts were closed. By contrast, in the Gaza
stnp, the ~umber of beds available to refugees and resi
dents ~as It,Icreased by fifty-two beds mainly because of
extensions 111 the ~ec1 .Crescent and Isolation Hospitals.
In Lebanon, the situation has not changed significantly.

Table 3

No. of beds auail able Lebanon S~',ia lo,da" Goea Total

General '0 ••••••••.•.••••••••••• '0. 127 103 627 348
Tuberculosis

1,205
••••••••• to •••••••••••• 150 25 155 150 480

Maternity ................. 0 •••••••• 14 10 52 80 156
Paediatric •••••••• 0° •••• 0 •••••••••• 19 18 130 23 190
Mental ... -............. ~ ............ 41 0 30 0 71

TOTAL 351 156 994 601 2,102
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. I 1. ~he s1?ecial .facilities available in the large teach
mg hospitals 111 Beirut for neuro-surgery, thoracic sur
~ery and X-ray therapy continue to be utilized by pa
tle~t.s. fr~m J ~rdan, Lel?~non and Syria, while similar
fac!hbeS m Cairo are utilized by patients from the Gaza
stnp. In Jordan, the Agency's contract with the Red
Crescent Hospital at Amman for. seventeen beds was
terminated at the end of December with the closure of
the hospital, but was replaced by a new contract with the
Italian Hospital for seventeen beds. The number of
beds at the Agency's hospital at Salt was reduced from
seventy-five to sixty-seven. In Gaza the Government
Public Health Department took ove; the UNEF hos
pital during the second quarter of the period under review
and established a seventy-bed isolation hospital in the
building, at which refugees are treated.

. 12. A fire broke out in the Augusta Victoria Hos
pital, Jerusalem, on 25 April and was rapidly brought
under control thanks to local efforts. Repairs to the
wards. were carried out efficiently, so that, in fad, the
fire did not have any serious repercussions on the serv
ices for the patients.

13. Facilities for the admission to hospital of mental
patients continue to be provided by the Agency in Leba
n?~1 al:cl Jordan while in Syria and in Gaza this responsi
bility I~ .bon~e by t.h.e Goven~ment authorities. The Syrian
authorities, 111 addition, continue to maintain in Damascus
a sixty-bed asylum for aged refugees, who are provided
with food, clothing and medical care. The Agency sup
plies such medicines as are required.

14. Laboratory services continue to be provided by
Agency-operated, university, governmental, or subsidized
private laboratories. In Lebanon, following the opening
in Beirut of the new goverrunent public health laboratory,
arrangements were completed with the Director of Health
for the examination by the laboratory of clinical and
pathological specimens submitted by the Agency's medical
officers as well as for the examination of water supplies
for potability. In Lebanon and Syria, in accordance with
the arrangements for co-operation in the malaria eradica
tion programme, information is passed to the Ministry
of Health in respect of all refugee patients found to be
suffering from malaria on microscopical examination of
blood smears carried out in Agency laboratories. A
s!milar arrangement has been put into effect in Jordan
since the national malaria eradication programme was
started in 1958.

3. MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH

IS. With the occurrence during the summer months
of 1957 of the epidemic of Asiatic influenza, refugee chil
dren were kept at home and, as a result, calls upon the
Agency's mate~nal and child health services decreased.
In the Gaza strip, the camp maternity centres were closed
for the greater part of September, but were able to re
open on 1 October. Similarly, a measles epidemic which
spread in the Gaza. strip during the early months of the
new year resulted 111 a decreased attendance of children
for routine services. during January and February. By
March, however, WIth the decline in the epidemic, at
tendance once more reached a normal level. During the
period under review, attendances for ante-natal care at
th.e Agency's clinics numbered 105,127 in comparison
With 10?,70l for the previous period, while the cor
respondmg figures in respect of the infant health attend
ances were 338,617 (monthly average 28,218) and
350,752 (monthly average 29,230), respectively.

16. The function of the maternity clinic being the
maintenance of the state of good health of the expectant
mother, attendance at monthly intervals is encouraged
during the early stages of pregnancy, gradually changing
to weekly intervals as the expected date of delivery ap
proaches. Delivery normally takes place in the home
or in the camp maternity centre, hospital care usually
being reserved for complicated cases. In the clinic, there
is regular medical and nursing supervision, simple health
instructions are given, and a ready-made layette or ma
terials for the making of a layette are provided. On medi
cal certification, a daily issue of skim milk and a monthly
issue of supplementary dry rations are made from the
beginning of the fifth month of pregnancy till the end
of the twelfth month after delivery. A serological test for
syphilis is carried out and if the result is positive an ade
quate course of treatment is given and family members
are also examined for evidence of the disease. The num
ber of such tests carried out during the period under re
view was 18,463 of which 256, lA per cent, proved to
be positive.

17. In the discovery, treatment, and control of syphi
lis among the refugee population, as weII as in the ob
servation of the epidemiological trends of the disease,
the maternity health service and the serological test for
syphilis carried out at the first attendance at the ante
natal clinic are of paramotUlt importance. Since large and

13



changing groups of women are under constant medical

supervision, there is early discovery of the disease where

it exists, and there are full facilities for treatment and

observation of patients with positive serological tests.

18. The following statistics give interesting informa
tion on the epidemiological trends of syphilis occurring
among refugee pregnant women attending maternity
clinics during the last seven years (statistics for 1953
1954 not available) :

1951.1952 1952·1953 1954·1955 1955-1951. 1956·1957 1957-1958

2 A/3686, annex B, para. 2].

22. The calorie value of the basic rations supplied
to refugees continued unchanged throughout the year at
about 1,500 calories per day in summer and about 1,600
calories per day in winter, and with a total vegetable
protein content of 41.7 and 44.2 grammes respectively.
The constituents also remained unchanged except that,
;u: the cud of October 1957, burghol was eliminated and
(he subsequent issue of cereal, other than flour, consisted
of rice only.

Number of ante-natal STS per-
formed . . . . . . . . .. 17,538

Number of positive STS....... . 1,032
Percentage positive 5.9

19. The child health services provide simple advice
to mothers regarding the care of their infants and young
children, covering such subjects as breast f~edi.ng, w~an

ing, diet, bathing and cl~thing.. Prophylac~lc ImmUnlZ~

tions against smallpo.x, diphtheria, l.?er.tussls and entenc
group fevers are carried out. Beneficiaries for supplemen
tary feeding in the 0-2 years' age group are also selected
through these clinics.

20. As in all countries in the Near East, summer
diarrhoea and gastro-enteritis among infants and young
children constitute a serious problem during the warm
weather. As mentioned in the previous year's report,"
certain dietetic experiments have been carried out 1U

Jordan and the Gaza strip in the case of infants recover
ing from diarrhoea. Those in Jordan have been the r:nore
successful and the special menu used there, the .basls. of
which is labneh (a skim-m.ilk cottag~ cI:eese) . IS being
introduced into the Gaza stnp, A special in-service tram
ing programme in maternal and child care conduct.ed
by the Senior Medical Officer for Maternal and Child
Health, the Senior Public Health Nurse and the Health
Educator has completed its first two-month course for
qualified nurses in the J ericho ~rea. The sec?n~ course
for auxiliary personnel started m May. It 1S intended
that this course be repeated in all areas in Jordan. Spe
cial emphasis is being placed on nutri~ion of infants, .in
fective summer diarrhoea, breast feeding and post-diar
rhoea menus.

21. During the period under review, 12,792 school
children and 299 teachers in Agency schools were medi
cally examined. In Jordan, however, because of staff
shortages. the school health teams were unab!e to operate
during most of the year. In Lebanon and m the .Gaza
strip, very few examinations took place as the duties .of
the school health teams were concentrated on special
surveys or other related medical activities. In Gaza, f?r
example, the school medical officer has been engaged 10

the anti-ankylostomiasis campaign, in the tuberculin tes.t
ing and BCG vaccination of school-children, as well as 10

immunizations against pertussis and the enteric group of
fevers. In Jordan, all elementary school-children were
re-inoculated against diphtheria. In Syria, the school
health examinations proceeded normally.

19,458
577
3.0
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23. The average monthly number ?f expectant and
nursing mothers in receipt of the special supplementary
rations issued from the beginning of the fifth month of
pregnancy to the end of the twelfth month after delivery,
and having a value of 500 calories per day, was 25,140.
This same group, together with all children 11I;l to. the
age of 15 years, who are also entitled to a dally Issue
of milk, added up to an average daily number of 185,279
persons. In addition, milk was issued on medical prescrip
tions to schools ancI orphanages. For those refugees
(mostly children) selected on n?edical grounds as being
in need of supplementary feeding, a nutritionally bal
anced hot meal was provided on six days ~ach w~ek and
issued to an average of 43,363 persons daily, TIllS meal,
which varies in calorific value according to the age of the
recipient from 200 calories to 700 calories, includes, be
sides the dry ration constituents, items of fresh food
such as fruit, vegetables, meat, eggs, as well as 500
grammes of dry skim milk to help in preparation of the
menu. This daily meal is provided for a period of three
months, but may, on medical certification, be continued
for a longer period. Fish oil capsules continue to be issued
through supplementary feeding centres and to school
children attending the Agency's elementary schools. Hos
pital rations have continued unch~nged, while approxi
mately 1,300 out-patients suffenng from pulmonary
tuberculosis continue to receive double basic rations. The
issue through Agency milk centres of a daily ration of
milk to some 17,000 Gaza (non-refugee) residents by
the voluntary society CARE was in abeyance throughout
most of the period under review, but was recommenced
in April 1958.

24. The school milk programme continued satisfac
torily in Syria, Jordan and Gaza, the dil ution of the milk
powder in water. being changed. f~o11l the proportion 1:4
to 1.3 with considerable appreciation by the school-chil
dren. In Lebanon, however, little progress has been
made in implementing this programme.

25. The report on nutrition and dietary survey con
ducted in 1955-1956 was, after a prolonged and detailed
analysis by WHO, considered inconclusive. Collection
of further and periodical data appeared necessary and
efforts were made to devise methods for obtaining these.
Although a pilot study was started in Jordan in 1957,
the innumerable technical difficulties attached to such
periodical clinical surveys slowed down progress and
the project is still in the planning stage.

26. The chief of the Nutrition Section of WHO
spent four weeks in the Agency area during N overnber
1957 visiting camps, clinics, hospitals, milk and supple
mentary feeding centres, examining large numbers of
school-children and assessing their general nutritional
state. He also held discussions with the paediatric spe
cialists attached to the various hospitals admitting refugee
children. He f01l11d no deterioration in the general nutri
tional state of the refugees since his last visit, which had
taken place two years previously ; in some aspects there
was an improvement.

NUTRITION4.
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5. COMMUNICABLE DISEASES CONTROL

27. A list of infectious diseases recorded among the refugee population during
the period under review is given in the following table:

Table 4

Lebatton Sy";a Iordaw Goeo Total

Plague •• I ••••••••••• '00 ••• I •••• ° 0 0 0 0
Cholera ••• 10 •••••••••••••••••••• 0 ° 0 ° 0
Yellow fever ••• 0 •••••••••••••••• 0 0 0 0 0
Smallpox _0 ••••• 00 •••••• _ ••••••• 0 0 0 0 0
Typhus (louse borne) ...... " .... 0 0 0 0 0
Typhus (endemic) ••••• lOO ••• I_ O' 0 0 0 ° 0
Relapsing fever .0 ••••••••••••••• 0 0 8 () 8
Diphtheria .0 ••••••••• ,0' ••••• 0 •• 7 8 70 1 86
Measles ••• ", ••••••• 0 ••••••••••• 1,124 421 2,008 10,395 13,948
Whooping cough , ••• 0 '.0 •••••••• 1,100 606 1,835 33 3,574
Chickenpox ••••••••• 0. , •••• 0 , ••• 277 413 3,160 7,619 11,469

f

Mumps ......................... 409 373 1,021 1 1,804
Meningitis (cerebra-spinal) ...... 7 5 8 5 25
Poliomyelitis •••• 0 ••• 000"" ••••• 7 6 43 0 56

I Enteric Group fevers............. 152 144 157 150 603
i Dysentery- ••••• 0 •••• ,. I •••••• , •• 18,170 15,529 14,100 22,579 70,378

Malaria" .0 I ••• 100 ••• ,0 _0 •• 0.' •• , 66 291 1,843 18 2,218
Bilharziasis ..... , ........... , ... 0 0 ° 94 94
Ankylostomiasis ............. , ... 49 0 0 1,509 1,558
I'rachomau ...................... 7,146 1,217 82,143 15,948 106,454
Conjunctivitisa .................. 21,437 10,795 102,352 18,727 153,311

n The numbers shown on this table represent number of attendances not clinical cases.

is watching the situation carefully. A few vaccinations
have been carried out in several Agency clinics in J orclan,
the vaccine being distributed by the Ministry of Health.

31. An anti-ankylostomiasis campaign was launched
in those localities of the Gaza district where the disease
is prevalent. A general survey, followed by the mass
treatment of positive cases, was carried out among the
school-children and this is expected to have the effect of
reducing the incidence of the infection among the popu
lation.

32. Gaza experienced an outbreak of measles which
affected the refugee and non-refugee population alike.
Normal precautions were taken.

33. An outbreak of diphteria which started among
the non-refugee population in Jordan also affected the
refugees. A vigorous anti-diphtheria campaign prevented
the spread of this disease.

34. Imtnunization. In all Agency clinics active im
munization campaigns against the related communicable
diseases were carried 011t. The total number of routine
immunizations given during the period under review
were as follows:

Totalcae«lorda"Syria

28. No quarantinable disease occurred during the
period under review and only eight cases of relapsing
fever, considered on epidemiological grounds to be tick
borne, were reported in contrast to the forty similar cases
recorded during the previous twelve months. All oc
curred in Jordan. Dysentery and eye diseases are still
the most prevalent infections, particularly during the
summer months. The reduction in the number of cases
of enteric group fevers is noteworthy and is undoubtedly
due to provision of safe water supplies, effective immuni
zation and improved health education.

29. An outbreak of Asiatic influenza spread in all
Agency areas of operations in July, August and Septem
ber 1957. In October, a second wave occurred in Leba
non and Jordan with a lower attack rate, but greater
severity. No mortality was registered among refugees.

30. There has been some increase in the incidence of
poliomyelitis. Fifty-six cases were reported in all coun
tries during the period of review in contrast to twenty
cases during the previous period. After careful considera
tion of the epidemiological factors involved, the Agency
decided not to institute a vaccination programme, but

Lebano"

!
I

r

i

f
~,

I

I

TAB 5,213
Smallpox ,................ 4,470
Diphtheria 6,306
Pertussis . . . . . . . . . . J,027

35. Tuberculosis control. The emphasis placed on
the domiciliary treatment of tuberculosis comhined with
the use of the new chemotherapeutic agents has been
continued this year find is proving to be satisfactory. So
much so that the waiting lists for hospital admission have
practically been abolished in all countries and it was
even possible to close the twenty-six beel tuberculosis
pavilion of the Augusta Victoria Hospital at Jerusalem,
there being sufficient beds elsewhere to cover the reduced
need for hospital admission. Double basic rations con-
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67,615 48,754 38,881 160,463
2,233 1,979 103,686 112,368
2,637 35,586 4,077 48,606
1,431 9,195 5,076 16,729

tinue to be provided for all pulmonary tuberculosis pa
tients undergoing domiciliary treatment.

36. In Jordan, the new Government/WHO tuber
culosis centre at Amman was opened in November and
an agreement was reached with the Ministry of Health
as a result of which all tuberculous refugee patients living
in East Jordan are being treated at this centre. Following
the gift by the Swiss Government of a microfilm attach
ment for the X-ray unit at the Agency's tuberculosis
hospital at Nablus, a mass X-ray survey of the school-



Table 6

Cou1It,·y 1"ly A"llust September October November December

Lebanon Per cent
1953-1954 .................. 1.2 1.5 1.1 1.5 0.8 0.5
1954-1955 ................... 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2
1955-1956 ••••••••••• ' •• 0 •• 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.19 0.16 0.07
1956-1957 .................. 0.14 0.22 0.11 0.22 0.13 0.11
1957-1958 · ................. 0.2 0.4 0.007 0.13 0.17 0.15

Syria
1953-1954 .................. 0.4 3.4 2.6 3.4 1.9 1.0
1954-1955 ................... 1.3 1.9 1.5 2.5 1.4 0.5
1955-1956 .................. 0.54 0.68 0.8 1.0 0.5 0.18
1956-1957 ·............................... 0.27 0.34 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.25
1957-1958 ................. 0.6 0.1 0.23 0.41 0.22 0.09

East Jordan
1953-1954 .................. 8.5 8.3 7.5 8.3 6.0 5.1
1954-1955 .................. 3.0 3.0 3.9 4.1 3.5 2.2
1955-1956 .................. 1.96 1.8 1.7 1.9 2.3 1.5
1956-1957 .................. 1.2 0.97 1.0 0.96 0.75 0.38
1957-1958 ............................... 0.17 0.35 0.49 0.68 0.62 0.66
West Jordan
1953-1954 · ............... , 2.1 2.4 2.7 2.4 2.2 1.0
1954-1955 .,o. •••••••••••••• 2.2 1.5 1.4 1.8 1.7 1.6
1955-1956 ................. 1.24 1.2 0.86 i.i 1.1 0.8
1956-1957 ................. i.i 0.86 0.81 0.8 0.5 0.59
1957-1958 '" .............. 0.17 0.38 0.93 0.8 0.55 0.3
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Table 5

39. In Jordan, a malaria eradication programme on
national scale is now being developed. The Agency's

.rti-malaria programme will be absorbed within the
amework of this national eradication programme.
40. Since 1953, the most malarious areas of the

iuntry the Yarrnuk and Jordan valleys, have been con
olled by the Agency and during the year under review
le coverage has continued to include not only the val-
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leys themselves but also the adjoining mountainous areas.
Weekly larviciding of all potential anopheline-breeding
surfaces in the area of control was carried out regularly
throughout the breeding season. Residual spraying of
some of the villages lying on the borders of controlled
areas and on the frontiers was also carried out to prevent
infiltration of vector mosquitoes. Several difficulties were
experienced in preventing infiltration of disease-carrying
mosquitoes into the border areas between Jordan and
Syria and Jordan and Israel.

41. An epidemiological survey carried out in the
controlled areas of Jordan showed among the 526 infants
examined only four positive blood smears, and when
these cases were investigated they proved to have con
tracted the disease outside the controlled area. Likewise,
2,803 school-children examined from the controlled area
revealed a parasite rate of only 0.9 per cent. Any further
reduction of this figure is rendered impossible through
movement of people between non-controlled and con
trolled areas.

42. In Lebanon and Syria, the Agency's anti-malaria
programmes were incorporated with the national malaria
eradication schemes during the year. Spraying teams
operating in refugee camps were supervised by the
national malaria programmes employees and the Agency's
malaria technician.

43. The Agency was represented by its epidemiolo
gist at the WHO Technical Malaria Eradication meeting
for the whole Eastern Mediterranean Region held in
Baghdad during December 1957. Three papers on the
activities of the Yarmuk-Jordan anti-malaria programme
were presented by him at the meeting.

44. The percentage of incidence of malaria during
the season July to Decembel' is obtained from the re
cords of all the Agency clinics. The table below shows
the incidence of malaria from year to year. In spite of the
slight increase of the incidence of malaria in the non
controlled areas in Jordan, the over-all incidence of the
disease in the four countries shows a declining trend.

17,891
18.880

782,650

1,130
51,250

51,483,500

128,594

P.plllation
protected

1 41,121
59 1,744,185

V1llages Squore meh'cs
sprayed ,prayed

Resid ..al spraying campaigns

Camps
C."ntry sprayed

rria 2
rrdan 1

Lm'vicidal campailln (lord.n)

stimated number of square metres oiled during
period April-November 1957, inclusive .
umber of litres DDT -pure, resin-solar oil (2.5
per cent DDT, 2 per cent resin) .

Drainaoe (Jordan)

umber of linear metres cleared .
umber of cubic metres dug as drains .
umber of square metres dried .

rildren living in that area is .at present be~ng carried
.it. Similarly, in the gaz~ stn~, a tubercuhn-test and
CG vaccination campaIgn IS taking place among school
.iildren. Those showing a positive reaction to t~e tuber
.ilin test are X-rayed by the UNEF mass-radIography
nit.
37. The facilities for thoracic surgery in Bh~es

anatorium, Lebanon, are available to all refugees regis
.red for the Agency's services.
38. Malaria control. The following table gives a

.unmary of the Agency's anti-malaria activities during
le year:



Table 6 (continued)

Co«"try J«ly Any«,t September October November December

Caza
1953-1954 _................ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1954-1955 ............. , ... 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1955-1956 ................ ' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1956-1957 ................. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1957-1958 ................. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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6. ENVIRONMENTAL SANITATION

45. .Water Supplies. In general, there was no
change m the water supply situation in camps during the
year. One camp in Jordan (Amari), which previously
had been supplied by water tanker, was eventually con
nected to the ]eru.salem-Ramallah municipal water sup
plr. The use ?f private rented wells in Bureij and Nu
seirat camps ID the Gaza strip is shortly to be discon
tinued on completion of Agency-constructed wells. The
less-than-average rainfall during the winter of 1957-1958
In southern. areas of the Syrian Region and many parts
of Jordan IS expected to result in water shortages in
some of the Agency camps. Provision for water tankers
to sUPl?l~mentexisting supplies should, however, meet
the anticipated shortages.
.16. Excreta and refuse disposal. A substantial ad

~ltIonal number of septic latrines were built in camps
m Jordan, but the number of latrine holes is still less
than the goal of three per hundred of the population. A
progra.mme has been inaugurated in Jordan to encourage
offic.t~lly ~h,e co.nstruction of private latrines by refugee
families living m camps. The Agency provides a slab,
S-tr~p, and two bags of cement while the refugee families
pr?vlde the labour and requisite additional materials.
DIsposal of refuse, hitherto largely by incineration or
burial by the Agency, is now more often effected by local
contractors or municipalities against payment.
. 47, Insect control; anti-fiy measures. The insecti

cI~al ,programme carried out using mainly a mixture of
Diazinol and DDT for control of flies did not produce
very good results. Fly resistance to most insecticides be
comes a major obstacle and again most reliance has to be
placed on sanitation measures and health education of the
public. Trial of newer methods using modified insecticide
"cocktails", baits and impregnated cords are also being
planned, while space spraying is still used in feeding
centres.

48. Ami-louse measures were carried out successfully
and regularly in all fields with 1 per cent BHC (Lin
dane). No cases of louse-borne diseases were recorded in
the Agency area of operations during the period under
review nor, for that matter, during the last five years.

49. Control of bed bugs and fieas was also carried out
generally, but with limited success. Gammexane water
dispersible powder was extensively used either alone or
in combination with DDT besides Diazinol and chlor
dane, which were used mostly against fleas. Introduc
tion of newer mixtures of insecticides recommended by
WHO are under study.

7. NURSING SERVICES

50. The nursing services continue to make a major
contribution to the Agency's health programme in the
preventive field of maternal and child health, school
health, tuberculosis control, home visiting, health educa
tion and prophylactic immunization, as well as in the
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ct1rath:e field of clinic and hospital services. In addition,
an active par~ is taken in the basic training of students of
general nursing as well as in the various forms of in
~ervice tr~in~ng.carried out by the Agency's health serv
Ices. An indication of the work-load that is largely borne
by the nursing staff is given in table 2 of this annex.
. 51. For these various preventive and curative serv
ices, a staff of ~02 nurses and 326 nursing auxiliaries
IS employed. This number does not include the nursing
staff of the different hospitals and clinics subsidized by
the ~gency. ~n orde\ to raise the standard of nursing
services, particularly 111 the preventive field, fellowships
tenable for one year at the School of Public Health
of the American University of Beirut were granted to
four selected Agency nurses who, having successfully
completed their course of training, returned to their posts
to benefit the service with their wider knowledge and
improved techniClues.

8. HEALTH EDUCATION OF TIlE PUBLIC

52. This activity, established with the assistance of
V/HO, has now been in operation for three years, and
it is encouraging to note that certain Governments as
well as important commercial concerns are developing
a similar approach in dealing with preventable health
problems. Health education workers in the field instruct
parents and children, school teachers and pupils, com
munity leaders, Agency employees (including sanitation
staff) in schools, clinics and supplementary feeding
centres, a.s well as in homes and public places, in order
that the community may be enabled to lead a healthier
way of life, It is difficult to evaluate what has been
achieved in such a short period as three years, but it
is not unreasonable to see the influence of health edu
cation in the decrease of enteric group fevers in Jordan,
in the increased standards of cleanliness of those attend
ing the supplementary feeding centres, and in greater
tidiness in camp areas.

53. Special mention must be made of the two films
produced by the Agency. One of them deals with the
anti-fly campaign and was filmed in Jericho during the
cleanliness week launched there in June. The other was
extensively shown in Jordan during May and June
1958 and demonstrates the preparation of special local
foods for infants. It stresses the nutritive value of such
foods, and the attending mothers are thus encouraged
to feed their infants accordingly.

54. Specific activities of health education workers
during the period under review included, during the
spring and summer, participation in anti-fly campaigns,
tuberculosis control and immunization campaigns, the
prevention and control of infective summer diarrhoea,
the showing of a food protection exhibition, the exhibi
tion of films on health subjects, and teachers' health
education courses. During the autumn and winter, they
included organization of school health committees, a
nutrition exhibition and participation in an anti-



9. MEDICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING

55. The following table shows the continuation of
the training programme of medical and para-medical
personnel:

10. MEDICAL SUPPLIES

6q.. In gener~l, throughout the period of review, the
provision of. medical supplies has been satisfactory. The
bulk of the Items was purchased by the Agency through
UNICEF on the world market at competitive prices.
Local purchase was reserved for relatively few items

during the summer to give them a refresher course in
ophthalmic work. Many of the UNRWA staff have al
ready had this training, which has raised considerably the
standard of the technique used in ophthalmic clinics.

5.9. The s~hool of nursing in Jerusalem is again pre
par~ng .t? recerve a new group of first-year students. The
availability of m?re ~irls with secondary education, as
well as the gr.owll;g interest of the better educated part
of tI:e populat;on 111 the nursing profession, has made it
P?sslble to raise the entry requirements fr0111 eight to
rune y~ars of ~c~ooling. The Government/United States
Operatto~s MISSIon School requires the same standard.
A committee of nurses has been formed to standardize
the educational programmes and revise the curriculum
of the Governl:len~/United States Operations Mission
School of Nursing 111 Amman and the school of nursing
at the Augusta Victoria Hospital in Jerusalem.
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Table 7

Project or fellowshifJ

Courses completed during the year under reuieu:
(academic year 1956-1957)

Public health diploma for doctors.... American University, Beirut
Public health certificates for nurses.. American University, Beirut
Sanitation certificate .•............. American University, Beirut
Health education certificate.......... American University, Beirut
Medicine . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .• American University, Beirut
Medicine ............•............ , Cairo University
Medicine Ein Shams University, Cairo
Dentistry Cairo University
Midwifery ..................••..... Maternite Francaise, Beirut
Nursing ..................•........ Augusta Victoria Hospital,

jcrusalem, Nursing school
Nursing United Kingdom schools

Courses in operation

Medical Egyptian universities
American University, Beirut
Faculte Francaise, Beirut
Syrian University
Iraqi University

Dental .....................•....... Egyptian universities
Iraqi University
Syrian University
Faculte Francaise, Beirut

Veterinary Egyptian universities
Pharmacy Syrian University

Egyptian universities
American University, Beirut

General Nursing American University, Beirut
Makassed Hospital, Beirut
Augusta Victoria Hospital,

Jerusalem
Baptist Hospital, Gaza
United Kingdom schools

ankylostomiasis campaign. They also helped the other
health services during the Asiatic influenza epidemic
which occurred in the middle of 1957 and during the
measles epidemic which occurred in the Gaza strip
early in 1958.

56. In addition to. the above, one Agency medical
officer attended a special five-day course in dermatology
an~. venerology held at the American University of
Beirut, The annual meeting of the Societe Libano
Francaise de Medecine took place in Beirut in N ovem
ber ~957, and was attended by a number of the Agency's
medl~al officers from Lebanon and Syria. The Agency
cont~lbuted to the cost of the eighth Middle East
Medical Assembly, held in May 1958. Some fifty-five
d.o~tors of the Agency's staff or from hospitals sub
sldl~ed by the Agency attended the Assembly; a special
sectt?n was devoted to nursing in which the Agency's
11urs111g staff took part.

57. In)ordan, a series of lectures on and clinical
demonstrations of, nutritional deficiencies ;s manifested
al110?g the refugee popul~tion were given by the Agency's
medical consultant to different groups of camp medical
office~s and have I;lroved very he~pf~l in clinical diagnosis
and . 111 the selection of beneficiaries for supplementary
fec~lr!lg. The current in-service maternal and child health
1ralt11l1g ~ourse has already been referred to in paragraph
20 of this annex.

SR. A~ in pr~ViOL:S years, the staff of St. John's
~~)h:l,a!'.l11C Hospital 111 Jerusalem again agreed to re
u" l. till cC UNlnVA medical orderlies for three months
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needed urgently or in small amounts. No major prob
lems have been experienced in distribution to the different
areas or to the individual hospitals and clinics operating
therein.

11. REPORTS AND STATISTICS

61. Information on the pattern of diseases occurring
in the refugee population is being collected as advised by
a WHO expert in health statistics. Two sample surveys,
one in August 1957 and the other in January 1958, have
been carried out in Agency clinics and the data derived
therefrom is at present being subjected to statistical
analysis and interpretation. Similarly, a statistical study
is being made of hospital admissions, diagnosis and
treatment. It is believed that, with the fuller and more
accurate knowledge thus obtained of disease incidence, the

services can be better adapted to suit the needs of th.e
population served.

12. GOVERNMENT AND VOLUNTARY SOCIETIES

62. Grateful tribute must again be paid to the various
Governments, universities and voluntary societies for the
very generous and valuable contribution which they have
made to the health programme. These were made in the
form of personnel, subsidized beds in hospitals, services
in out-patient and mobile clinics as well as in maternal
and child health centres, assistance with immunization
campaigns, medical supplies, layettes, X-ray equipment
and supplementary food supplies. All such help has been
of great assistance to the Agency in the operation of its
extensive and complicated health services.

ANNEX C

SOCIAL WELFARE
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1. THE REFUGEE AS A MEMBER OF HIS COMMUNITY

(a) General
1. One of the tragic aspects of the life of a refugee

is that he often has nothing to do. This is true of many
Palestine refugees and is particularly true in the Gaza
strip, where 300,000 people in all are concentrated in a
small area of largely unproductive, desert land, and in
Jordan, where there is a large surplus population.
Although a man may not be aware of it, the debilitating
effect of ten years without regular work is considerable.
In tackling this problem of enforced idleness, the Agency
has received considerable assistance from voluntary
societies or groups all over the world.

2. In approaching some aspects of this problem, the
Agency has enlisted the voluntary efforts of the refugees
themselves, through the establishment of refugee co
operatives, through the continuation of certain training
courses and through an expanding programme of direct
assistance to individuals seeking occupation. It has also
continued to assist refugees who wish to emigrate to
other Arab countries or overseas. The distribution of
much needed second-hand clothing donated by voluntary
agencies has also been supervised by the Agency's
welfare workers.

(b) Voluntary efforts
3. Welfare workers have encouraged outstanding

camp residents to contribute their services freely for the
common good as a step towards developing a local com
munity spirit. An opportunity for promoting this policy
occurred when the Agency was forced to abandon its
literacy programme through lack of funds. Some teachers
undertook to continue these classes on a purely voluntary
basis. In another case, the students themselves provided
the teacher with a small stipend. Kindergartens have also
been organized in many camps which receive no other
assistance from the Agency than permission to occupy
available space in the Agency buildings. Here again,
teachers have volunteered their services while the par
ents have taken up periodic collections among themselves
to buy expendable supplies. In most men's recreational
centres the librarians are volunteers, as are the members
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of the sports committees. In spite of these satisfactory
results, however, the idea of rendering voluntary assist
ance to the community is still far from being accepted by
all the refugees.

(c) Self-help projects

4. To encourage this principle of voluntary effort,
some projects have received support from the Agency.
For example, when a group of refugees propose to do
something for their own betterment or for the betterment
of the whole camp, the Agency provides some assistance
in the form of cash or materials. Thus, refugees were
able in several instances to build mosques in their own
camps, the Agency providing roofing materials only,
A proposal is under study at present as a result of which
a vegetable market will be constructed by the refugees
in the largest camp in Jordan.

(cl) Refugee co-operatives
5. During the past twelve months, a considerable

amount of thought has been given to the possible creation
of refugee co-operatives. Since physical and natural as
sets are almost entirely lacking, and since the potential
market is very restricted, such ventures can hardly make
their members self-supporting. The refugees can, how
ever, earn a small income with which to supplement the
basic assistance which they receive from the Agency. But
far more important, they will no longer be idle.

6. Here again, the greatest difficulty experienced by
the Agency is the lack of understanding and experience of
co-operatives amongst the Palestine refugee population.
Welfare workers spend much of their time explaining
to camp refugees the basic theory of co-operatives, the
advantages that can accrue to members, and the respon
sibilities which they must assume. This particular pro
gramme, which is being developed with care in Jordan
and Gaza, has already seen some encouraging results.
Seven co-operatives have already been established with
the Agency's assistance, and they are in the process of
registration with the appropriate government depart
ments. Two of them are poultry and livestock co-opera
tives, another two are carpentry co-operatives, one is for
handicrafts, one for soap-making and one for agriculture.
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3. ASSISTANCE FROM VOLUNTARY AGENCIES

(b) Adult clothing programme
14. Second-hand clothing contributions collected by

voluntary agencies all over the world constitutes the
only clothing programme for the refugee adults. That
programme provides for one distribution to every refugee
family per year. The Agency had to establish a ceiling at
$200,000 this year on ocean freight to bring the bales
of clothing to the area. Donations received from voluntary
agencies this year are listed below and are compared
with those received during the previous year.

1956.1957 1957-1958
Kg Kg

Clothing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,761,681 1,409,759
Shoes _. . . . . . . 142,396 94,965
Blankets ,.................. 34,533 29,855
Foodstuffs 781,167 326,388
Medical supplies , ., . .. . . . . . . . . .. 75,296 18,800
Miscellaneous _ _. .. . . 21,577 45,117

No shipments were made to Beirut during May and
June of this year because of the virtual halt to port
operations during the crisis. This partly accounts for the
over-all decline in shipments from 1956-1957 to 1957·
1958.

(c) Children's clothi1~g programme
15. As reported last year, the Agency was obliged to

bring to a halt its children's clothing programme ~e.
maining stocks of oloth, purchased under the. OrIgl11a1
programme, were made up into garments and Issued to

(a) General

13. Previous reports have acknowledged the splendid
work of the many voluntary agencies which brought help
to the refugees. Their efforts have continued unabated
during the last year and have included gifts of second
hand clothing, blankets, clothes for special distribution
to hardship cases, gifts in kind and in cash, either di
rectly to the Agency or to individual refugees, and to
local institutions. Certain agencies have continued to
administer and to support schools and hospitals. In short,
they have met many of the needs of the refugees which
would have otherwise been neglected because of the
Agency's limited resources.

(d) Other forms of individual assistance

12. There are a number of families which are still
separated as a result of the 1948 conflict, and the Agency
assists them to trace and if possible to reunite with the
missing members. Through negotiation with the Inter.
national Red Cross of Geneva, the Agency has arranged
for the investigation of inquiries concerning refugees
missing since 1948. One hundred and fifty requests have
been processed within the last few months. Only forty.
one cases involving the reunion of families have been
concluded successfully in the last twelve months because
of the many restrictions imposed on the movement of '
refugees, while failure to receive government approval is
still delaying action in another seventy cases.

enable him to engage in some occupation, and funds have
been approved for grants of up to $50 to help a refuge
to ~tart. work when it is clear that his proposed under:
~a1an~ IS sound. Among those who have been assisted
111 this manner are carpenters, a rope maker, a cigarette
seller, vegetable sellers, a roving tinsmith, barbers and
shoe repairers.
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2. ASSISTANCE TO INDIVIDUAL REFUGEES

(b) Assistance to the handicapped
~O. Dnril!g the year under review the Agency has

assisted handicapped youth by placing seventy-four blind
and deaf and dumb children in various local institutions,
w~ere they receive the education and the training which
WIJI help them to become useful citizens. Unfortunatelv
there are no vacancies in existing schools for training the
many adult reft1gee~ who a~e similarly handicapped.
Appeals made to outside agencies to help in rehabilitating
some forty-seven badly crippled children have not so far
met with a favourable response.

(c) Small rehabilitation grants

I!. .'YeHare workers frequently receive requests from
an individual for a small sum of money which would

(a) Hardship cases
9. Assistance to individual hardship cases is an im

portant aspect of the Agency's welfare services to the
refugees. It has been maintained at a slightly lower cost
than in the previous period, and less than $50,000 was
spent on refugees who received emergency aid in this
manner. This sum also includes the value of gifts in kind,
such as blankets or kerosene. Voluntary agencies in all
areas have given substantial assistance to these hardship
cases.

The Agency's assistance has ranged from $280 to a
maximum of $1,400 in cash with, sometimes, the further
provision of materials. The prog~~mn~e has .not yet re
ceived the approval of .th~ authorities III Syria m:~ the:e
is little interest in t111S Idea among refugees living in
Lebanon where there are opportunities for casual labour.

(e) Arts and crafts
7. The Agency has continued to assist women who

produce embroidery in the traditional Arab style by sell
ing their products in Beirut and C~ro. However, the
small interest taken by the refugees III Jordan, Lebanon
and Syria and the correspondingly small volume of out
put have not justified the A~ency:s efforts and, ;vith the
exception of Gaza, all operations III those countnes have
been discontinued. On the other hand, in Gaza, some
500 women are continuously employed on embroidery,
and sales reached a new record in the last twelve months,
when they totalled $64,000. Plans are now being drawn
up so that the centres can be taken over by outside
agencies or by private commercial concerns.

(f) Adult training courses
8. The Agency has closed down a number of adult

training courses where the results obtained were unsatis
factory. There remain thirty-three sewing classes and five
carpentry classes, the former being very popular since
they present one of the few opportunities for refugee
women to work together in groups and, incidentally, to
leam a skill by which they can earn a few piastres. Liter
acy training is provided for those who cannot read. Dur
ing June and July some 800 women in all four host
countries graduated from the first of these courses, which
have been remodeled with an intensified curriculum to
last six months, at a cost of approximately $31.50 per
student. The carpentry training courses, all in Gaza, are
also popular, and former trainees have been employed
locally as well as abroad. Some ninety men are attending
these courses.



ANNEX D

( d) 0 iher activities

16. During the past year, voluntary agencies and
other groups have agreed to take over certain welfare

some 234.000 children. In addition, funds made available
by the United Nations Emergency Force, the Near
East Christian Council, and the Women's Auxiliary
of UNRWA made it possible to procure, cut and dis
tribute cloth for clothes for 15,000 school children in
Caza, Arrangements have already been completed by
which CARE (Cooperative for American Remittances
to Everywhere, Inc.) in conjunction with its Egyptian
programme, will supply the cloth for garments for all
refugee children and non-refugee needy children of Gaza
between the ages of 1 to 15. Negotiations are under
way with CARE for similar programmes in the other
host countries.

activities which, by their nature, can never be self
supporting. Already some agencies have completely taken
over various sewing training centres. Others have con
tributed funds sufficient for one year's support, with
supervision remaining the Agency's responsibility.

Save the Children Fund

Southern Baptist Mission

Unitarian Service Committee
of Canada

UNRWA Women's Auxiliary

Women's Voluntary Services
(British)

World Relief Commission
National Association Evan
gelicals

Young Men's Christian
Association

Young Women's Christian
Association

(e) Appreciation

17. The voluntary agencies which have given sub
stantial assistance to refugees are listed below. Space
does not permit the inclusion of the many local voluntary
agencies who also have helped so much. To all these
voluntary groups the Agency expresses deep gratitude
on behalf of tbe refugees and its appreciation for their
continued and indispensable assistance.

Lutheran World Relief

Mennonite Central Committee

Middle East Relief Association

Near East Christian Council
Committee

Near East Foundation

Netherlands Red Cross Society

New England Council of Lions
Clubs

New Zealand Council of Or
ganizations for Relief Ser
vices Overseas Inc.

Oxford Committee for Famine
Relief

Cooperative for American
Remittances to Everywhere,
Inc.

Greek Orthodox Church,
Beirut

Greek Orthodox Patriarchatc,
Jerusalem

Greek Industrialists of the
Chamber of Commerce,
Athens

Joint Christian Committee for
Refugee Work in Lebanon

Jamiat AI Islam

League of Red Cross Societies

American Friends Service
Committee

Anglican Bishop in Jerusalem
(Refugee Fund)

Arab Evangelical Episcopal
Community

British Red Cross Society
Canadian Lutheran World

Relief
Canadian Red Cross Society
Catholic Relief Services
Church World Service
Church Missionary Society
Committee 011 Overseas

Relief-United Churches of
Canada
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1. GENERAL

1. In last year's report, the Director, after referring
to the virtual exhaustion of the reserves attributed to
rehabilitation, wrote "it is therefore absolutely essential
that the 1958 rehabilitation programme budget also be
covered in its entirety by current payments from con
tributors, and that payments be received by the Agency
in time'", At the beginning of 1958, it was even doubtful
whether the Agency would receive sufficient funds to
permit it to carry out the education programme as
envisaged in the budget, and other self-support activities
have had to be restricted to the bare essentials. Pro
grammes, such as the individual grants programme,
which had already been terminated could not be re
started. Activity this year has therefore been restricted
to tidying up certain minor projects upon which the
Agency was already embarked.

2. SELF SUPPORT PROJECTS IN THE GAZA STRIP

2. The only active project has been the afforestation
programme designed to protect agricultural land by
preventing the encroachment of moving sand-dunes, and
to stabilize certain other areas which could later be
cultivated. Since the beginning of this programme in

1 A/J686, annex G, para. 70.
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March 1954, some 3~ million trees have been grown
in nurseries and transplanted over selected areas of the
strip. A further million seedlings have been prepared
and are ready for planting during the spring of 1959,
thus completing the Agency's total target of 40 million
trees.

3. SELF SUPPORT PROJECTS IN JORDAN

(a) Agricultural set ilements

3. At Merj Naaja, in the Jordan Valley, the Agency
found water some years ago and established a small
community of thirty families on an area of 865 dunums
of irrigated land. As reported last year, it was hoped
that they would be self supporting by the end of 1957,
but this has not been achieved and the Agency is con
fronted with new demands from the settlers. In par
ticular, the Agency has been requested to provide stand
by pumps and motors and additional classroom facilities
and to line some secondary water-channels with concrete.
Negotiations for the establishment of the community
as a co-operative society have been protracted. A co
operative was finally registered with the appropriate
Ministry at the beginning of May. The Government
has requested the Agency to maintain an interest in
this proj ect, at least until the additional pumping equip
ment has been delivered.



4. At the Jisr e1 Majameh settlement there ate now
eighty-four refugee families. The Agency was requested
and agreed to enlarge the present irrigated area by
developing another 600 dunums to the north-east of the
area; it is also constructing a pumping station on the
river Yarmouk, as well as building additional concrete
channels. A co-operative similar to that existing at Merj
Naaja will be established.

5. Agreement was finally reached with the Gov
ernment regarding the future of the El-Hebeileh agri
cultural and housing settlement. An official of the Gov
ernment Department of Co-operative Societies has
visited the project with a view to forming a co-operative
which will be responsible, among other things, for
sub-dividing the available lands amongst the members.
Apart from nominal maintenance expenses on the
housing units, the Agency is not proposing to spend
more funds on this project; it continues, however, to
issue rations to the refugees occupying the settlement.

(b) Develop11lent Bank of Jordan
6. The Jordan Government has increased its share

in the capital of the Bank by JD6,250 ($17,500), with
the result that paid-up capital rose to the figure of
$1,186,500.

7. The number of loans in operation at the close
of the year ending 31 March 1958 was 223 to a value
of $1,004,214. Of these loans, 203, amountinz to
$712,359. were made for agricultural deve1opment~and
~wenty .loans,. amoun.ting to $291,855, were granted to
industrial projects, Smce the Bank started its operations
in November 1951, 245 agricultural loans and twenty
seven industrial loans have been approved, totalling
$1,408,000.

8. Most of the Bank's operations during the year
continued to be connected with agriculture, loans being
m~de.' for example, for terracing, stone-walling, farm
btuldlt~g~, the const!"uction of minor irrigation canals,
the drilling of ar tesian wells and the planting of olive
and mixed fruit tree orchards.

9. In the industrial field, the Bank extended a loan
~or the construction of a brewery, the first to be built
111 Jordan. The goldsmiths' tr~de, not an unimportant
feature of Jordan s industrial life, has also been assisted
111 the form 01 a loan to purchase up-to-date machinery.

10. At the end of March 1958, the number of refu
gees employed in activities financed by the Bank was not
less than 2,000.

11. The net profit of the Bank during the year ending
31 March 1958 amounted to $43,697, as compared with
$43,355 the year before.

I? Col1ections. on capital instalments and interest
during the financial year 1 July 1957 to 31 March
1;58 amounted to. 41.17 per ~ent, as compared with
7_.4~ per cent. dun.ng th~ previous year. This marked
fall .1l~ collection .IS mainly attributed to uncertain
conditions m the MIddle East.

4. PLACEMENT SERVICES

(a) Placement for jobs

. 13. The Ag<:1:cy machinery for helping refugees
\VIllI trades and sklll~. or with professional qualifications,
to find employment IS now welI established VI'SI't. I . . s were
pair to important ccnt~e.s in the Persian Gulf area where
employment opportunities are numerous. During the
past year, notices for some 1,400 vacancies were received
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and immediately advertised to all refugees. Unfor
tunately, the unsettled political situation in many of
the h?st countries has hindered the orderly development
of this programme. Requirements for entry and exist
permits from one country to another have been so re
strictive that they could not be met in many cases. From
December 1957 until May 1958, the Egyptian authorities
~irected that all .applications for jobs made by refugees
m the Gaza stnp be processed by them. In spite of
m~ny .difficulti~s, some 500 refugees were found monthly
paid Jobs during the last twelve months. These were
mainly in the Persian Gulf area, Iraq and Libya. For
the first time, it has been possible for the Agency's
placement service in Syria to assist refugees in finding
local employment, and applications are increasing, There
was also some increase in refugee employment in the
Gaza strip in connexion with the municipal improve
ments carried out by the Gaza authorities, and with
UNEF.

(b) Assistance to emigrants

14. The Agency has for some years furnished as
sistance to refugees who wish to emigrate from Lebanon
and Jordan, of whom 571 benefited thereby during the
last twelve months. Emigrants went mostly to South
American countries.

15. The following table shows the countries of
emigration during the year under review:

Argentina 1
Brazil 137
Bolivia 11
Canada 11
Colombia................................... 1
Chile....................................... 9
Egypt 16
Honduras 8
Iran 54
Kuwait ,......................... 34
Qatar 24
Sierra Leone 1
Saudi Arabia ,.......................... 9
United States of America.................... 80
Venezuela ,.... 170
Germany (Federal Republic)................. 4
Yemen 1

TOTAL 571

5. THE ECONOMIC llASIS OF SELF-SUPPORT

16. ~uring. the period under review, the Agency
has .cont111ued ItS. work ~m both general and specific
studies. Four major studies were undertaken:

(c) The Economic Development Projects of Syria:
Thl~ study presents,. describes and analyses development
projects In the Synan Region of the United Arab Re
public in the fields of agriculture and irrigation, industry
and power, transportation, communication and others
This was pl~blished as Bulletin of Economic Develop~
meni No. 1:J. It was developed with the assistance of
Government departments and officials, to whom the
Agency gratefully acknowledges its indebtedness.

(b) Family Budget Studies in the Arab World:
This study, which is still in preparation, presents and
a~alyses t?e pattern and distribution of expenditure of
dlf~erent income ~ronps in Iraq, Jordan and the two
:eglO11s of the United Arab Republic. It also correlates
Income and. expenditure at different levels of income.
I~ thus provides a general conspectus of the distribution
at income and average income groups, as well as the
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Table 1

6. SUMMARY

17. A summary of the Agency's total expenditures
on self-support projects from 1 January 1951 to 30 June
1958 is appended below.

TOTAL 19,093,000

. (d) Study of Cost of Living in the Host Countries:
This study r:eveals the changes in the cost of living in
J ordan, Syria; Egypt, Lebanon and in the Gaza strip
during the period July 1955 to January 1958.

Dollars
461,000

2,C01,000
69,000

8,810,000
4,858,000
2,294,000

Egypt .
Gaza •• ··0 ...•....••.•...•••••••••••.•••

Iraq ..........................•........
Jordan , ......•...
Lebanon .
Syria .

distr.ibution of expenditure on different commodities and
services, The bulk of the research has been completed
and the complete study will be issued as Bulletin of
Economic Development No. 16.

(c) The effects of UNRWA Expenditure on the
Economy of the Host Countries: A report has been
prepared which measures the direct. benefits accruing
to the economy of the host countries as a result of
UNRWA expenditure during the period 1 July 1956 to
30 J une 1957. These benefits include the amount of
salaries and ~vages paid by the Agency and spent in
those countries, purchases of commodities produced
l~cally, payment for transport an.cl other services pro
vided by .1o~al firms and undertakings, a~ well as grants
and subsidies made by UNRVvA to different institu
tions. It is interesting to note that, durinz the period
indicated above, the following amounts w~re spent by
the Agency in the respective areas.
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SUMMARY OF TOTAL EXPENDITURES UNDER THE SELF SUPPORT PROGRAMME

1 January 1951 to 30 June 1957

1 Ja,,,,.ary 1951 1 July 1954 1 July 1955 1 Jf/lv 1956a 1 July 1957 '[otal t,
to 30 June to 30 lwne to 30 J""e to 30 lwne to 30 ],,"C to 10 June

Descripi tOtl
1951 1955 1956 1957 1958 1958

$ $ $ $ $ $

Agricultural and lands development, ...... 569,935 210,829 449,605 657,922 177,379 2,065,670

Commercial, financial and industrial ...... 1,029,400 72,117 226,938 (186,281) 5,648 1,147,822

Elementary and second education......... 2,490,654 3,014,899 4,137,545 4,551.869 4,700,624 18,895,591

Expenses nrid losses-Gaza emergencies ... 248,296 2,384 250,680

Loans, grants, assistance to individuals .... 298,577 76,437 468,208 1,580,588 169,404 2,593,214

Miscellaneous unclassified ••••••••• o •• t ... 25,539 25,539

Placement service .•...................•. 81,537 46,604 354,974 381,779 222,323 1,087,217

Rchnbilitation administration ............ 1,427,411 460,293 497,238 245,120 207,812 2,837,874

Research, experimentation and planning ... 1,271,375 1,264,850 434,316 300,450 73,757 3,344,748

Share of common services .............•. 3,574,539 790,456 905,045 993,632 951,002 7,214,674

Special activities ••••••••••••••••• '0 •••• 125,863 440,936 296,294 322,347 124,985 1,310,425

Special camp facilities .... , .•............ 100,073 97,524 21 197,618

Urban housing and community facilities ... 72,824 34,421 73,262 58,774 1,179 240,460

Voca tional t raining and higher education .. 834,427 529,233 835,404 912,249 746,683 3.857,996

TOTAL 11,802,081 6,941,075 8,778,902 10,164,269 7,383,201 45,069,528

u It is to he noted that expenditures prior to 1 July 1956
under the various categories do not, in some cases, agree with
those reported in the financial statements when cumulated for
the Same periods. This results from:

(i) Adjustments made in the financial statemcnts through
the Working Capital Fund but reclassified in the auove table
to appropriate categories, and.. ., ..

(ii) Reclassification of certain projects and special nctivitics,
Annual totals remain, however, unchanged.
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ANNEX E

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
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I. GENERAL

1. The education of refugee children on its present
fOI'111a1 lines was started over five years ago. It has two
main objectives. The first is to provide elementary educa
tion extending over six years of schooling for ap ~efugee
boys and girls who desire to come to school: this IS done
mainly in UNRWA/UNESCO schools but is also done
in government and private schools. The second is to
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provide secondary education for a limited number of pu
pils which for the last two years has been fixed at 15
per cent of the total elementary sch,ool. pop~lation. ~or
some time it has been the Agency s intention to raise
the permissible percentage of secondary pupils, to bring
it into line with the existing conditions in the host coun
tries. Lack of funds has so far made it impossible to im
plement this step, and an ever-increasing number of refu-



Table 1

ENROLMENT OF GIRL PUPILS

Ivne June 11mB "me June [un» Tune June
Area JY51 J952 1953 1951 1955 1956 1957 1958

Gaza .0 '0' .0 •• 5,357 5,410 6,189 8,652 10,507 12,729 14,205 15,625

Jordan ........ 4,349 4,526 10,035 14,249 15,589 16,790 16,464 16,565

Lebanon ....... 1,029 2,076 3,169 4,154 4,337 4,558 4,682 5,163

Syria ......... 941 727 2,074 3,585 3,693 3,863 4,281 4,505

TOTAL 11,676 12,739 21,467 30,640 34,126 37,940 39,632 41,858

gee pupils now complete their elementary education for
whom secondary education cannot be provi~ed by the
Agency. As in the case of elementary education, refugee
pupils attend secondary classe.s in UNRWA school~ ."
well as in government and private schools; the subsidies
which are paid in the latter cases cover only a part of
the real cost of their education. In addition, Governments
are accepting large numbers of secondary students for
Wh0111 the Agency is unable to pay any subsidy at all.

2. During the year under review, the number of chil
dren who benefited from the Agency's elementary and
secondary education programme was 173,051 (1956
1957: 168,062). Of these 117,936 (1956-1957:
114,705) attended elementary or secondary classes in one
or other of the 381 schools (1956-1957: 372) maintained
by the Agency. A total of 55,115 (1956-1957: 53,357)
pupils were enrolled in government and private schools
under the Agency's grants-in-aid system. Some 363
(1956-1957: 250) trainees were enrolled in the Agency's
two vocational training centres and 356 (1956-1957:

6. The handicraft programmes in Gaza and Jordan
have developed satisfactorily. The annual exhibitions of
pupils' work showed a further improvement in workman
ship, the result to a great extent of the refresher courses
for handicraft teachers held in the summer of 1957.

2. ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

7. For the fourth year in succession there was a de
crease in the number of pupils entering the first class of
the elementary cycle. The new intake in 1957-1958 was
19,212, which should be compared with new intakes of
19,712 last year, of 21,120 in 1955-1956, of 27,718 in
1954-1955 and 31,000 in 1953-1954. This small but
steacly decrease is largely explained by the reduction in
the backlog of older pupils. Successive intakes consist
more and more of pupils who have reached the normal
entry age of six years, and less and less of those entering
for the first time at a later age.

8. The total number of pupils registered in
UNRWA/UNESCO elementary schools in May 1958
was 102:031 (62,380 boys and 39,651 girls). This com
pares With 101,504 (63,439 boys and 38,065 girls) in
0"ay 1957. The total nUJl1b~r ~f pupils is slightly (527)
11lgher th<111 last year. What IS significant is that the num
ber of boys has decreased by 1,059 while the number of
girls h~s increased by 1,586. !his me~ns that girls older
than SIX years of age are stili enterinz the educational
systel~l for the 11:-5t til~le while as st:ted above, boys
entering for the hrst time are on the whole not older
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369) attended universities at the Agency's expense. The
number of teachers employed by the Agency was 3,321
(1956-1957: 3,137).

3. As already remarked, financial difficulties re
stricted the UNRWA/UNESCO educational pro
gramme to a certain extent. The extension of teacher
training and vocational training which is so urgently
needed has not yet been achieved because of lack of
funds. This obliges a larger number of pupils than is
desirable to embark upon the standard type of purely
academic secondary education.

4. The general level of teaching is still improving to
a limited extent as more candidates with full secondary
education become available. Many of these, after some
years of in-service training, obtain employment outside
the Agency. A substantial improvement of the education
system can, however, only be obtained by the re-opening
of the teacher-training centres.

5. The number of girls in the Agency's schools is
still increasing. Enrolment figures for girls by year and
by area since 1951 are shown in table 1.

than six. Moreover, there is a tendency for girls to stay
longer in school and to drop out of school at a later stage
than was formerly the case.

9. The payments of grants-in-aiel and fees for books
on behalf of refugee pupils attending government and
private elementary schools showed a slight increase.

10. The total number of refugee pupils receiving
elementary education at the Agency's expense was 144,
549. This shows a slight increase over last year's total,
143,849.

3. SECONDARY EDUCATION

11. The increasing number of pupils seeking sec
ondary education continues to constitute a major and
very pressing problem, especially as, owing to lack of
funds, the percentage of pupils allowed to enter the sec
ondary schools during the 1957-1958 school year could
not be raised and was restricted to an over-all quota of
15 per cent of the total elementary school population.
Only in Jordan was an increase of from 12.4 to 15 per
cent possible. In the Gaza strip, the payment of grants
in-aid was fixed at a lump stun of $68,000, independently
of the number of refugee pupils in the Government's sec
ondary schools (it has since been possible to pay the
full subsidy of $40 per pupil).

12. Table 2 shows the number of secondary school
pupils according to school and area. Figures in paren
theses are those for 1956-1957.
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Table 2

N UMBER OF SECONDARY SCHOOL PUPILS

A041/1CY Gave"'Htncnt Pd~ote
Area schools schools schools Totals

Gaza .. - ............... 7,495( 6,410) 3,4000,595) - ( - ) 10,895 ( 8,005)
Jordan .0 •••••••••••••• 5,852( 4,608) 4,500(4,295) 314( 533) 10,666 ( 9,436)
Lebanon .0 •.••••• 0. '0 •. 996( 1,003) 81( 85) 2,219(2,177) 3,296 ( 3,265)
Syria '0. I •••• 10' ••••••• 1,562( 1,180) 1,236( 1,187) 847(1,140) 3,645 ( 3,507)

TOTAL 15,905(13,201) 9,217(7,162) 3,380(3,850) 28,502(24,213)

Table 3

5. VOCATIONAL TRAINING

17. The year under review has mainly been devoted
to improving the training facilities at the Kalandia Voca
tional Training Centre near Jerusalem, to completing the
dormitory and hostel at the Gaza Vocational Training
Centre and to establishing a course for the training of
pipeline-welders at Tripoli, Lebanon. These efforts have
already increased the number of refugees under training,

4. UNIVERSITY SCHOLARSHIPS

. 13. Scholarships were awarded in the following facul
ties of the universities of the Middle East: agriculture,
arts, commerce, dentistry, education, engineering, medi
cine, pharmacy, science, veterinary, tawjihi (post-matri
culation year for Jordan students ), As in the preceding
year, care was taken to ensure that all scholarship
holders were of the highest possible calibre. The success
of this procedure in former years was reflected in the
gratifying standards attained by the students, as well as
by the number of those who graduated with honours in
June 1958.

14. The 356 scholarships granted during the aca
demic year 1957-1958 were distributed over the four
areas as shown in table 3 (figures in parentheses are for
1956-1957) .

15. As a result of the arrangement concluded in
1956 between the Iraqi Ministry of Education and
UNRvVA, twenty refugee students were maintained in
the various university faculties in Baghdad during the
year 1957-1958. They were exempted from the payment
of tuition fees, UNRWA providing them with their
expenses for board, lodging, books and transport.

16. In addition to the 356 scholarships financed by
the Agency, UNRWA scholarship-holders attending
universities in Egypt themselves "earned" a further six
scholarships which were financed out of fees remitted
by the authorities in the previous year in respect of stu
dents with high academic standing. These six special
scholarships were all awarded to candidates on the Gaza
waiting list. The actual number of scholarship-holders
from the Gaza strip was therefore 102, and the over-all
grand total 362.

and a further increase is anticipated by September 1958.
The expansion was far less than envisaged in the 1957
budget, when it was planned, if funds were provided, to
establish two new residential vocational training centres
in Lebanon each with an enrolment of 200 trainees, one
more in Jordan with an enrolment of 400, together with
a residential agricultural training centre in Lebanon for
120 trainees. These plans had to be abandoned because
of lack of funds.

18. It has been mentioned 111 previous reports, and
it must be repeated, that, with the growing demand for
trained personnel in the Middle East, particularly in the
oil-producing areas of Iraq and the Persian Gulf States,
there is an increasing desire amongst young refugees to
learn a trade and to become self-supporting. In conse
quence, applications to the Agency for vocational training
have greatly exceeded the number of places available.

19. At the Kalandia Vocational Training Centre,
new courses have been introduced in general welding,
site surveying, quantity surveying, and additional trainees
have been admitted to the courses for draughtsmen and
machine-fitters. Cable jointing has been included in the
syllabus of the wiremen's course. Plans have been com
pleted to start a course in business and commercial train
ing for forty-eight pupils, and one in diesel fitting for
sixteen trainees.

20. The residential section of the Gaza Vocational
Training Centre was opened in April 1958.

21. Repeated requests to the Agency from several
contracting companies concerned with the construction
of oil pipelines and storage tanks in the Middle East
and North Africa resulted in the establishment, in J anu
ary 1958, of a series of intensive ten-week courses in
pipeline-welding. The courses were on a double-shift
basis, with twenty-four trainees on each shift, and were
conducted in rented premises at Tripoli, Lebanon. Gradu
ating trainees were assured of employment at attractive
salaries. Excellent progress was made until May, when
the training had to be suspended because of civil
disturbances.

22. Owing to the total loss of stock and equipment
from the Agricultural Training Centre at Gaza during
the Israel occupation, and to financial stringency, it was
decided at the end of September 1957 that the Centre
could not be re-opened. As an alternative, it was agreed
to subsidize a course arranged by the Egyptian authorities
for the trainees affected.

23. In the Centres at Kalandia and Gaza, training
was offered in fourteen different trades. The following
table shows the distribution of trainees by trades at the
end of the session. (1956-1957 totals are shown in
parentheses) :

~-------_.."25

Totals

356 (369)

Syria

47 (43)63 (73)

SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED

Jordan

150 (156)

Gooa

96 (97)



Table 4

6. FUNDAMENTAL EDUCATION

25. In September 1957 the Fundamental Education
Programme was abandoned. Certain features of this pro
gramme, such as the women's sewing classes and the
men's carpentry classes, were transferred to the Agency's
Social Welfare programme under which they have been
continued (see annex C, para. 8).

It will be noted that the total number of trainees at the
two centres has incl-eased from 251 to 363; it is ex
pected that by October 1958 the total enrolment will be
about 430.

24. In addition to the training carried out in the
Agency's own centres, full-time and part-time courses,
chiefly in commercial and secretarial subjects, were con
ducted in several government or private institutions.

8. PHYSICAL FACILITIES

27. Thou~h .in general the ban on school building
har1 to remain 111 force throughout the academic year
1957-1?58 because of lack of funds, there was some
relaxation in May 1958, when permission was given to
can;: ?ut a "pocket" construction programme designed
to eliminate tented classrooms and to restrict the increase
in double-shifting that would have resulted bad no build-

ing been permitted at all. In addition to this very modest
programme, which involves only a score of classrooms
in all areas, additions are being built to three handicraft
units in the Jordan Valley. There the existing standard
"T" shaped units are being converted into "H" shaped
units, by the addition of one woodwork and one metal
work room in each case. This device enables the working
capacity of the unit to be doubled at very much less than
double the initial outlay, Further expansion is con
templated.

9. UNESCO STAFF AND SERVICES

28. The number of seconded UNESCO specialists
was reduced by one when the Fundamental Education
Adviser returned to Paris (see para. 25 above). In ad
dition to supplying the senior staff for UNRWA educa
tion and training activities, UNESCO furnished funds
for the educational testing programme which is being
conducted in Agency schools by one of its seconded
specialists.

10. THE UNESCO WORKING PARTY

29. The last session of the UNES CO Working
Party, which meets every two years and assembles offi
cial representatives of the Ministries of Education of
the host countries, of the Cultural Division of the League
of Arab States of the Department of Education of
UNESCO and of the UN B.W A Education and Train
ing Division for frank and generally fruitful round-table
discussions, was held in Beirut in December 1955. An
other Working Party was therefore overdue and it was
finally held in Jerusalem on 5J 6 and 7 May 1958. There
were large delegations in attendance, particularly from
Jordan and from the United Arab Republic. It proved
possible to carry out realistic discussions on a proper
technical level.

30. During these discussions, representatives of the
host countries called particular attention to a number of
questions. They asked, first and foremost, that the edu
cation and training budget be placed on a special footing
by the United Nations, in such a ,,\Tay that it would no
longer be snbjected to the variable fortunes of the
UNRWA rehabilitation budget. They asked that the
education and training programme be expanded along
well-defined lines corresponding to the expansion of edu
cational facilities in the host countries themselves. It is
estimated that this expansion would involve an additional
expenditure of some $3 million annually, and the figure
is quoted as an indication of the extent to which the
educational programme of the Agency falls short of Cl

desirable minimum in the eyes of the official representa
tives of the host countries. These representatives asked
particularly that proper credit be given to the host coun
tries in the present report for the educational burden
that they share with the Agency. It was pointed out in
this connexion that, whereas in the majority of the host
countries, Agency grants-in-aid amounted to $7 per head
for elementary pupils and $40 per head for secondary
pupils, tile actual costs were in the neighbourhood of $20
and $80 respectively. Not only do the host countries as
swne this additional burden in respect of refugee pupils
actually receiving grants-in-aid but, in addition, almost
as many more refugee pupils are accepted into govern
m~nt schools free of charge. In this way, the host coun
tnes are responsible for concealed contributions to the
Agency's educational programme totalling many hun
dreds of thousands of dollars.

Gaza

15 ( 5) - (-)
16 (-) 32 ( 32)
10 (12) - (-)

21 ( 6) ( -)
17
20

16 (12) 16 ( 16)
16 (15) 15 ( 15)
16 (-) - (-)

15 (16) 31 ( 31)
11 (-) 24 ( 13)
24 (17) 29 ( 29)
12 (14) - ( 11)

- (-) 7( 7)
----

209 (97) 154 (154)

Kalandia

TOTAL

Building trades
Builders , .
Carpenters .
Plumbers , .
Draughtsmen .
Site surveyors , .
Quantity surveyors .

Electrical trades

Electricians .
Radio mechanics •................
Wlremen-cable jointers , .

Mechanical trades

Auto mechanics .•................
Blacksmith/sheet metal workers .
Machine fitters .
Welders .......•..••.......•.....
Moulders ......•........•........

NUMBER OF TRAINEES

7. TEACHER TRAINING

26. In the absence of the two teacher-training centres
in Jordan, which were closed down in May 1957, the
Agency was forced to rely on other less satisfactory
methods for training its teachers. Summer refresher
courses became more diversified with the addition of
specialized "subject" courses for senior teachers. Par
ticularly in the Gaza strip and Jordan there was a
marked increase in in-service training activities. In ad
dition, the UNESCO specialist in the teaching of Eng
lish was able to organize successful teacher group ses
sions in both Jordan and Lebanon throughout the aca
demic year.

26
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ANNEX F

FINANCIAL OPERATIONS

Table 1

Table 2

5. Income: first half of 1958. Table 1 shows income
actually received in the first six months of 1958.

~

2 Includes as one unit both the. Egyptian and the Syrian
Regions of the United Arab Repubhc.

30 Lun» 31 Dcreml1C1' Increase
1958 1957 (Decrease)

Total assets .............. 26.0 23.4 2.6

Less liabilities 10 011 •••••• •
3.2 4.5 (1.3)

Net assets 22.8 18.9 3.9
•.•••••• 0., .0

CHANGES IN ASSETS AND LIABILITIES

(1n millions of US dollars)

INCOME

(In thousands of us dollars)

6. Appended to this annex is table 5, which gives
the details of contributions fr0111 Governments for the
first six months of 1958. Thus far, only twenty-five
Governments'' (including those of the host countries)
of which twenty-three are Members- of the United Na
tions-have contributed, although there are pledges
available from several more (last year forty-one Govern
ments contributed, of which thirty-four were Members).

7. Excess of income over expenditure: first half of
1958. Total income exceeded total expenditure by $3.8
million. Income for relief during the first six months was
about $3.3 million more than expenditure, while income
for rehabilitation was $0.5 million more than was spent.
For reasons explained in paragraphs 14 and 15 below, the
excess of income over expenditure for the whole of 1958
will not be as large as this.

8. Assets and liabilities: first half of 1958. As at 30
June 1958, the Agency had total assets of $2?,019,575
including $18,951,956 in cash on hand or ~Ith ba~ks
and other agents, and $5,834,951 in supply lt1Vento~tes,
plus accounts receivable of $1,066,886. Against
these assets, the Agency had liabilities amounting to
$3,217,668. These liabilities consist n.1ainly of contractual
commitments to the staff for terminal payments. Net
assets (working capital) thus amounted to $22,801,907.

9. The changes in assets and liabilities, resulting from
income and expenditure during the six months ended 30
June 1958, were as follows:

Total Ralid Raft_bili/atia"

Contributions
from Gouernmenis

From prior years pledges.. 1,421 428 993
From current pledges ..... 16,439 13,685 2,754

17,860 14,113 3,747
Other income ••••••••••••••• 0 287 240 47

Total income-six months ..... 18,147 14,353 3,794

--;0 fficial Records of the General Assembly, Thirteenth Ses
sion, Supplement No. 6D (A/3836).
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L The accounting period for the Agency is now the
calendar year. Financial statements for the period ending
31 December 1957 were published early in 1958.1 The
same information concerning the current period will ap
pear early in 1959.

2. The present annex gives a preliminary view of the
Agency's financial operations for the current accounting
period, i.e., the twelve months ending 31 December
1958. It is based upon actual figures for the first six
months of the period, but for the final six months it must
unavoidably rely upon estimates of income and expendi
ture. Paragraphs 3 to 10 inclusive cover the first half
of 1958, for which actual results are available, and para
graphs 11 to 13 inclusive the second half, for which the
figures are only estimates.

3. Budget and eX/J(!nditure: first half of 1958. The
Agency's budget for 1958 was reviewed by the General
Assemblv at its twelfth session, when the Agency was
directed 'to pursue its programmes of relief and rehabilita
tion for refugees bearing- in mind the response to appeals
to Governments for funds. In other words, the work
that the Agency proposed to do, and the standards of
services it proposed to provide for the refugees, were
approved. but their implementation depended upon the
amount of money contributed. This budget called for a
total expenditure of $40.66 million. of which $25.66 mil
lion was for the relief programme and $15 million for the
rehabilitation programme. The rehabilitation progratnt:ne
was further sub-divided into first and second priority
items. The former comprised activities then in operation
(e.a., general education) and was estimated .to cost $7.2
million. Second priority items were those which had been
started earlier but had had to be stopped or postponed
due to lack of funds (e.g., the individual grants pro
gramme); these it was propo~ed to revive if sufficient
additional funds were forthcommg over and above those
needed for the relief and first priority rehabilitation
programmes.

4. Thus, from an operational point of view, the bud
sret was in effect divided into two main parts: pro
~rammes then in operation (relief and first p.ri?rity re
habilitation, estimated together to cost $32.9 mtll!on) and
programmes stopped ~ll~ to be revived !f possible (es
timated to cost $7.8 111tl11on). For converuence, these two
parts may be designated chapter I and .chapter .II re
spectively, and have 111 fact been so designated 111 pre
senting the new budget. Apart fr0111 the amount of
dollars, 1.5 million reserved from 1958 (see para.
number 15 below) expenditure on chapter II car;not
take place until there are assurances th~t. ?uffictent
funds will be available for chapter I activities. The
latter, in the first six months of 1958, cost a. total of
$14.3 million (of which $11 million was for reltef). The
rate of expenc1iture, it will be ~een, was somewhat below
that foreseen in the budget, mainly because pn~es of baSIC
commodities fell below expectations. It is unlikely, how
ever for reasons explained in paragraph 13 below, that
this 'rate of under-expenditure will continue through the

latter half of 1958.



Table 3

[lehabili.
Total Relief talio"

ANALYSIS OF WORKING CAPITAL

As at 30 June 1958

(In 11!illions of US dollars)

10. Of the total working capital amounting to $22.8
million, $9.5 million was invested iD: s~pply inve?tories
or reserved for zoods on order. TI11S inventory invest
ment constitutes "'the Agency's pipeline of supplies and
represents about four to six months' requirements, the
bare minimum for efficient operations. Thus, after de
ducting the value of the pipeline,. ~nd of nOl~-liquid .re
ceivables amounting to $0,5 m11110n, workmg capital
available for operational purposes on 30 June 1958 st~od
at $12,8 million. Table 3 gives an analysis of working
capital as at 30 June 1958, anel shows the breakdown
as between relief and rehabilitation:

Saudi

;- ":-·atHd

Pnkista

France

Norwa
Norwa

Canada

Denrnar
Denmar'
France

Italy ..

Jordan
Lebanor

Lebanot
Liber-ia
Libya.

Luxcml
Menace
Morocc
Nether:
New Z,

Iran ..
Iran .,
Israel.

c

France
Greece
Greece
Gaza A
Federal

of Ge

India .

of $1.5
In othe
paid foi
lion, i.e.
budget
of $3.5
fall" of

Austra!i:
Austria
Belgium
Brazil ,
Canada

(In millions of us dollars)

Table 4

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE

what above the rate of expenditure on the same pro
grammes in the first half of the year, but this is not
unusual. The Agency budget must make allowances for
a gradually increasing rate of expenditure throughout
its budget period for a number of reasons, e.q., a natural
increase in the population; the fact that expenditure on
education toward the end of the calendar year (the be
ginning of the academic year) is greater than in the
earlier part, due to purchase of books, supplies, etc.;
and to the fact that 1110St of the shelter construction work
undertaken is completed in the latter part of the year.
On this occasion, the estimates also take account of a
recent rise in the prices of basic commodities. They do
not, however, include any allowance for a possible large
increase in costs attributable to the current political crisis.

14. General summary of financial operations: 1 Jan
uary-31 December 1953. On the basis of the two sets of
data presented and discussed above-actual expenditure
and income for the first six months of 1958 and esti
mated expenditure and income for the last six months
it is estimated that total expenditure on the original
programmes for the full year will amount to at least
$31 miIJion and that income will amount to at most
$34.5 million, leaving a maximum possible excess of
income over expenditure in the original programmes of
about $3.5 million .

15. Of this excess of income over expenditure, about
$2 million represents savings over the year, resulting
from the combined effects of the drop in the price of
basic commodities and of a favourable movement in ex
change rates. The balance of $1.5 million consists of
contributions received over and above the 1958 budget
estimates for financing the relief and first priority re
habilitation programmes. After consultation with the
Advisory Commission, it was decided to devote the sav
ings to making good certain shortcomings in those pro
grammes resulting from the cuts imposed by the financial
crisis of 1957. As much as possible will be spent before
the end of the year, and the balance committed, The
exact picture will not be available until early next year,
but it may be assumed that the Agency wiIl spend, or
commit, approximately $33 million on relief and first
priority rehabilitation activities during the calendar year
1958. Table 4 compares total estimated income and ex
penditure for 1958 based on the foregoing discussion.
Proposals for the utilization of the expected excess of
income over expenditure of $1.5 million are described
in annex G.

Reilanili,
Total Relief tatiOl'$

1 January-3l December 1958
Income (estimated) , ........... 34.5 27.0 7.5
Expenditure (estimated) .... , . . 33.0 24.9 8.1

Excess of income over expcncliturcs 1.5 2.1 (0,6)

. 16. A final w,ord of caution with regard to income
IS necessary. Estimates of total income include about
$1.5 million in payments already received in 1958 fr0111
pledges outstanding from prior years. If current out
?tanding pledges are paid before the end of 1958 (a nd
It has been assumed that they will be) this "windfall"

.4

.4

4.1

3.7

9.1
.5

9.6

9.1

18.7

Working capital available for op
erational purposes at 30 June 1958 12,8

Working capital .. ' ,... 22,8
Deduct portion not available for

operational purposes
Investment in inventories and

goods on order, etc.,., .. ,.", 9.5
Non-liquid receivables .5

TOTAL DEDUCTIONS 10.0

11. Estimates covering financial operations: last half
of 1958. Income for the period July through December
depends very largely upon the amounts of the pledges
which may be made by the United States of America
and by the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland and the size of any advances against
those pledges which the two Governments are prepared
to pay. By September, the United Kingdom Government
had paid $2.7 million on account, but neither the size
of the United States pledge for the whole of its fiscal
year, nor the amount that country would advance were
officially known at the time of writing. In the circum
stances, the Agency has had to assume that the United
States would pay at about the same rate as in the pre
VIOUS year, and has taken this to be $11.5 million.

12. Apart from the United States anel United King
do.n~ adyances, there :vere outstanding on 1 July $1.9
m~lI~on 111 pledges which the Agency is counting on re
ceivmg during the last half of 1958. Taking all things
into consideration, it is estimated that total income during
the balance of the year from all sources will amount
to only $16.4 million, of which $12.6 would be for relief
and $3,8 for rehabilitation. This is considerably less than
the amou~t received in t?e ~rst half of the year, when
several fairly large contributions were paid which will
not be rep~ated il~ the second half. Table 6 appended lists
the countries which have thus far increased their con
lril)[Jti(~ns. As. in the p~st, it appears that about 90 per
ccn: or total mcome WIll come from two countries, the
Ul1Ited States and the United Kingdom,

13. On the expenditure side, it is estimated that the
Agency will spmd during the last six months of 1958
on its origin:d ]Jrogr:1ll1IJ1es at least $16.7 million on cur
rent chapter I activities. This, it will be noted, is some-
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Table 5

and (unbudgetable) drop in basic commodity prices
neither of which is likely to be repeated. Thus, there are
110 grounds for complacency, nor can any reduction from
the present level of contributions be afforded in 1959,
A more detailed account of requirements for 1959 in
both the relief and rehabilitation fields is contained in
annex G.

PLEDGES AND CONTRIBUTIONS FROM GOVERNMENTS TO UNRWA

For the six months ended 30 June 1958

(Expressed in US dollars)

of $1.5 million will not be available again for the future.
In other words, income in 1958 from pledges made and
paiJ for the same period will amount to abo~lt $33 111~1

liol1, i.c.. almost exactly the. amount reqltest~d 111 ,~he 19j~
bud"'ct for current operations. The possible surplus
of $3.5 million is thus made up in fact of this "wind
fall" of payments on prior pledges, plus the unexpected
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Table 5

PLEDGES AND CONTRIBUTIONS FROM GOVERNMENTS TO UNRWA

For the six months ended 30 June 1958

(Expressed in US dollars)

PI,dges

Ntune of
conrribw tor

Spain ,., .•• ,.,.

Sudan ,., .
Sweden " , ......•

Sweden , .. , ,.

Switzerland , •..•.

Ir e s c r i b t i o n

Brought forward:

1 million pesetas

1,500 Sudanese pounds

300,000 Swedish crowns

51,800 Swedish crowns»

Hospital equipment

Switzerland ... ",.... 300,000 Swiss francs

Tunisia ..........•••• US dollars

Turkey ..........•••• Turkish pounds or supplies

Turkey .. , ,.... Turkish pounds

United Arab Republic
Egyptian Region '" Transport, rents, and port services
Syrian Region '.... Rents and transport

United Kingdom of
Great Britain and
Northern Ireland .. , £378,571 sterlings

United Kingdom of
Great Britain and
Northern Ireland .. , .£657,143 sterling

United States of
America .••..... ,.. US dcllars>

United States of
America ., •...... '. US dollars

Uruguay '" ••• . . • . .. US dollars

Yugoslavia ••••..•.... Supplies"

Yugoslavia ., .• '...... Supplies"

Spec'al notes all table 5:
B Designated by the contributor for the rehabilitation pro

gramme.
IJ Su bject to parliamentary approval.
c Yugoslavia notified that these supplies were despatched by

30 June 1958,

General note On table 5:
The foregoing table, taken ham the Agency's financial report

for the six months ended 30 June 1958, is reproduced in full in
this annex so as to provide information with regard to income
that is directly comparable with the figures for actual expendi
ture for the "\11lC period, the latest date [or which such in
formation is available. Data on contributions received through
,)I August 1958 has since become available and is summarized
ill this 110te for information.

Dudng the I wo months of July and August, 1958 the Agency
received total coutributions of $4.1 million, of which $2.7 million

1,060,000

1,840,000 1,840,000

500,000 2,500,000 500,000 1,693,915 806,085

250mO 9,000,000 250,000 9,000,000
5,000 5,000

40,000 40,000
40,000 40,000

1,707,199 18,104,240 1,421,331 16,439,353 285,868 1,664,887

represented a payment from the United Kingdom for the six
months ending 31 December 1958, of which $2.2 million was for
relief and $0.5million for rehabilitation, The balance of approxi
mately $1,368,000 comprised a payment of $802, I 54 from the
United States for the rehabilitation programme plus a variety
of smaller payments from several countries, including the con
tinued rendering of services by the host countries valued at
their monthly rates as well as services and/or supplies from
France ($3,570) and Yugoslavia ($80,000), and payments in
cash from France ($104,960), Federal Republic of Germany
($190,476), Japan ($10,000), Norway ($21,000) anti Sweden
$67,915),

With regard to pledges for relief still outstanding, the fol
lowing may be noted: the payment of the balance of the Cana
dian pledge is expected before 31 December 1958; the raisins
from Greece are expected shortly after the crop is gathered in
the faIl; the kerosene from Saudi Arabia is available and will
be called upon for distribution during the coming winter; utiliza
tion of the Spanish pledge of one million pesetas is being studied.
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Table 6

INCREASED AND NEW CONTRIBUTIONS FROM GOVERNMENTS TO UNRWA

for the year 1958

(Exp1'essed in US dollars)

Increase is for rehabilitation
New contributor
New contributor

Cash
Kerosene
Increase is for rehabilitation
Last contribution was $50,986

paid in kind over past 3 years

New contributor

Last contribution was $20,000
in 1954/1955

New contributor
N ew contributor

Increase made in flour
Increase is for rehabilitation

y ear 1957/1958

200,000
1,496,069 Ycar 1957/1958

87,500
700

1,560,000
7,240

173,873
39,953

5,000
14,000

2,095
7,000

23,810
4,200

60,000
56,210
10,000
70,093
2,000

40,000
56,210
57,915

286
42,000

112,500
700

515,000
43,440
16,603

Norvrul or
fJ1'e1. ,ioHS

co1ttnbJ/t£r..?t Increase

5,400,000
21,500,000

5,000"
14,000a

2,381
49,000
23,810a

4,200
100,000
112,4201\
67,915
70,093
2,00011

200,000
1,400

2,075,000
50,680

190,476
39,953

Amo",,! of
coatribHtion

or pledge

Liberia ..........•.........
Libya ...........• 00 •••••• 0

Monaco ... 0.. o' o' •••• 0·.··
Norway 0 •••• 0 ••••••••••• 0.

Spain .•........•.•........

Sudan 0 ••••• 0. "

Saudi Arabia . 0 •••••• 0 •••••

Saudi Arabia ..

Sweden .........•.. 0······
Switzerland ....•.•... 0" ••

Tunisia 0 •••• o' 0 ••• ••

United Kingdom of Great
Britain & Northern Ireland 5,600,000

United States of America. o. 22,996,069

Name of contrib1£t01'

Australia .........•........
Austria ...........•.......

Canada ...........•........

Denmark .......•..........
Federal Republic of Germany
Italy ............••........

· ,.",

n N ot yet received.

ANNEX G

BUDGET FOR THE FISCAL PERIOD 1959
~ "" ,."

x, 't;'

INTRODUCTION

1. Following the practice introduced last year, the
Agency's budget for the next fiscal perio~ (1 Jar:uary

31 December 1959) is submitted for the information and
approval of the Assembly.

2. A slight modification has been made in the way
in which the estimates are presented. In the p~s.t, ~he
budget has been divided into relief and rehabJhtatlOn
programmes but, with the virtual e~imination of all re
habilitation activity except education and vocatIOnal
truininz (together with placement), it has seemed better
to bril1~' to,,~ther into one chapter of expenditure all the

b '" • I dactivities upon which the Agency IS curre~t.Y. engage ,
and to group in a second chapter those actlVlhes wInch,
owing' to the absence of funds, have had to ~e brought
to a close, but whose revival is so clearly deSIrable that
a request for contributions ~or th~t. purpose cannot. b.e
omitted. The new presentatIon e1~I~I11~tes the sub-divi
-!I,1I l;i programmes in the rehabIlItatIOn field bet",:een
; L:t and -~-.('cond priorities (as. ernploy~d last year). Sl11ce
1\ j(' content of each sub-headmg (baSIC subsistence, sup
plementary f(~elil1g, etc.) is unchan~ed, budg~t e:tlluates
for 1958 and those for 1959 can easily be conlpared.
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3. The special reasons which existed last year fur
comparing the 1958 budget estimates with I957 e~ti
mated expenditure no longer apply,. and the pr('s(;nta!lon
this year reverts to the usual practice of companng the
two budget estimates.

4. As will be seen from the following table, $3126
million will be required to maintain currel:t activities
(chapter 1) at their present levels (after inking a~count
of the increases in the over-all and school populatlOn5)
a figure slightly higher (by .$~~O,O?O) than the .budget
estimates for the same actIVIties 111 1957. It lS also
estimated that a further $4,115,000 will be required to
permit the re-activation. in a modest ma~l~ler! of the
most urgent and deSirable of the reha!JlhtatlOll pro
grammes which were brought to a halt 111 early 1957.
The latter are grouped under the heading of chapter no
Details of each activity are given 111 paragraphs 5 ~o 5~.
The problem of financing the budget is dealt WIth In

paragraphs 5'~ to 63. The, 1,959 estImates. are based upon
the cost of basic COl111l1Uc!ltles and su,Pphes at the levels
rulin O' in A uvust 1958 (when the estimates were 11lad~).
Any bsignil1c;;,t increase in prices will inevitably require

allditional contributions.

-------_.
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2. CHAPTER I OF THE BUDGET

1959 1958 I ncrease
bndp et budoet (Decrease)

BUDGET FOR FISCAL PERIOD 1959

(In thousands of US dollars)
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19581959

new budget for the payment of a similar bonus in 1959
(costing $600,000 in a full year),. a.ssun~ing that funds
are available and that the cost-of-living index does not
fall in the meantime. The cost of this bonus has been
allocated as appropriate to each activity and is not shown
separately.

7. The new budget will provide for the additional
expenditure arising from the natural increase of the
over-all population and the normal annual increments in
staff salaries. With regard to construction, provision has
been made for the completion of the programme to re
place tents in camps by huts, for essential sanitation facili
ties, for some additional shelter to meet the most urgent
requirements imposed by social changes and to accom
modate some "squatters", and finally, for six distribution
centres in Jordan to replace marquees and to improve
the efficiency of ration distribution. With regard to
equipment, the budget includes provision for the re
placement of worn-out vehicles in the Agency's trans
port fleet, and in other functions for the essential replace
ment of worn-out equipment. In general, the budget
estimates for 1959 provide, as last year, for expenditure
to meet the essential requirements for food, shelter,
medical care and education at standards below which
the Agency cannot operate without grave risk to the
well-being of the refugees.

8. In order to avoid having to refer constantly to the
previous report, the description of each of the activities
in the following paragraphs, which analyse the change
in the estimates as compared with those for 1958, has
been reproduced almost word for word from that report
(although the statistics have been brought up to date).

Cb) Basic subsistence

1959 bu.daet 1958 b"dllet

$1,530,000 $1,520,000

$14,700,000 $14,850,000

9. This budget heading provides for a ration of flour,
rice, sugar, lentils, dates and other basic dry commodi
ties, giving approximately 1,500 calories daily in sum
mer and 1,600 calories daily in winter for an estimated
average of 851,860 beneficiaries. Also provided is a ra
tion of 150 grammes of soap per month and one blanket
per three persons per year for the same number of bene
ficiaries, and a ration of 1Y;; litres of kerosene per person
per 1110nth during five months of winter for an estimated
total of 400,000 persons ill camps.

10. The cost of basic subsistence includes (in addi
tion to the purchase cost of supplies) port costs on sup
plies, their transport to field warehouses, control of
their quality, and their distribution to entitled recipients.
The costs of warehousing of commodities, however, and
transportation from warehouses to distribution centres
are provided for under "Stores control and warehous
ing" in section (i ) and under "Transport within the
UNRWA area" in section (h) below.

11. It has been estimated that the normal increase
in the number of beneficiaries in 1959 will cost about
$150,000. Prices in 1959, however, are expected to be
slightly lower than those used in the 1958 budget, al
though higher than those prevailing thus far in 1958.
The net effect of these two influences has been an over
all estimate for this function of $150,000 below the bud
get estimate for 1958.

(c) Supplementar» feeding

650
160

510

65

(260)

(150)
10

230
20

(lOO)
SO

(lOO)

(3,695)

(1,210)
(2,550)

7,810

200

2,500
800

4,700
690
150
450

2,060
4,550
1,000

40,660 (3,185)

14,850
1,520
2,500
1,730

590
330

1,340
700

32,850

265

4,115

2,500
800

5,350
850
150
190

850
2,000
1,000

14,700
1,530
2,730
1,750

590
230

1,390
600

TOTAL, CHAPTER I 33,360

TOTAL BUDGET 37,475

(Relief)
Basic subsistence ........•....
Supplementary feeding •......
Health care ........•.........
Shelter and camps .....•......
Social welfare ..........•....
Registration and eligibility .....
Transport within UNR'vVA area
Stores control and warehousing

(Rehabilitation)

General education .
Vocational education .
Placement services .
Completion of minor pro] ects ..

(Common costs)
Common services .
Operational reserve ........•.

CHAPTER II
(Rehabilitation)

Expansion of vocational cduca-
tion , .........•.

Projects and special activities ..
Special camp facilities .
Special education programme

in Gaza .

TOTAL, CHAPTER II

CBAPTER I

(a) General
5. Apart fr0111 fluctuations in the prices of basic com

modities and supplies which might seriously upset the
accuracy of the estimates, the political situation in the
area may-and frequently does-affect the Agency's
ability to carry out its programmes, and their cost. Thus,
for example, recent events in Lebanon have made it im
possible to undertake the camp and shelter programme
there in accordance with the planned schedule, although
attempts to recover the lost ground will be made as soon
as the internal security situation permits. On the other
hand, the interruption of the normal supply routes to
Syria and Jordan has entailed heavy additional (and
unbudgeted) expenditure.

6. In April 1958, a survey of the cost of living re
vealed that there had been a considerable rise since the
previous survey made in 1955. It was also established
that the rnajority of Governments and large commercial
concerns had recognized this trend by adjustments to
sa larics of their officials and staff. After consultation with
the Advisory Commission it was decided to pay a bonus,
retroactive to January 1958, on a graduated scale to all
locally-recruited staff, in such a way that the lower-paid
staff benefited the most. Provision has been made in the
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1959 budget 1958 budget

12,500

219,700
48,000

28,550

1,650
94,650

Estimated ,..imber
of beneficiaries

pe,-ma"tl.
Type of

beneficiary

Babies 0-1 year _ .

Children aged 1-15. Nursing
and pregnant women, Spe-
cial medical cases , .

Special nutrition cases .

Nursing and pregnant women
N on-hospitalized tuberculosis

cases .
School and other children .

(i) Recurring costs of shelter repair,
sanitation, water supply, etc...... 930,000 830,000

Cii) Replacement of tents by huts in
official camps ................... 280,000 650,000

(iii) Provision 0 f additional shelter .. , 440,000 150,000
(iv) Miscellaneous construction (la-

trines, incinerators, roads, etc.) .. 100,000 100,000

vulnerable categories of refugees W110 require additional
food, as follows:

19. The 1959 budget provision includes the following
requirements:

1,750,000 1,730,000

20. The increase of $100,000 in recurring expendi
ture is due to three major items: first, approximately
$60,000 represents the increase in the value of the Jordan
Government's contribution of water and rentals in
UNRWA camps and sanitary installations charged
against this budget heading, to bring it to its proper
valuation; second, the Agency is obliged to use more
expensive pest control measures where bugs, flies and lice
have developed a resistance to the old measures; third,
the increased provision of shel ter in organized camps
necessitates a modest increase in sanitation services, such
as latrine maintenance and voiding.

21. The provision of $280,000 for tent replacement
will permit the Agency to complete the programme, be
gun in 1956 and continued through 1957 and 1958, aim
ing at replacing worn-out tents by huts for some 2,000
families. Although the construction of a hut initially costs
more than the price of a tent, it is cheaper in the long
run since 110 replacement is subsequently required and
the maintenance cost is lower. Prior to 1957, replace
ment of worn-out tents cost between $200,000 and
$300,000 per year while the repair of usable tents was a
heavy additional charge. By the end of 1957, the pro
gramme of replacing worn-out tents by huts had prog
ressed to a stage where no new tents had to be bought
in 1958. Only a small reserve of tents is maintained for
emergencies. No provision is made for the purchase of
tents in 1959.

22. The provision of $440,000 for additional shelter
(as distinguished fr0111 the replacement of tents) will
enable the Agency to construct huts or provide roofs for
about 6,750 families, and will meet the most pressing
needs arising from social changes and expanding fami
lies, and for accommodating some of the squatters.

23. The inclusion of $100,000 under the heading of
miscellaneous camp construction is for the provision of
urgently needed additional sanitation facilities, princi
pally water supplies and latrines.

(f) Social welfare
1959 budl/,t 1958 b"dget

$590,000 $590,000

35

1958 budget

$1,730,000

Shelter and camps(c)

1959 budget

$1,750,000

13. The cost of supplementary feeding is computed
in the same manner, and with the same reservation re
specting warehousing and transport, as noted for basic
subsistence in paragraph 10 above, but it includes also
provision for the cost of reconstituting dried milk powder
and for the preparation and serving of the hot meals.

14. After adjusting estimates in accordance with
changes in the number of beneficiaries, an increase of
$10,000 over the estimates for 1958 is to be expected.

12. This budget heading provides for special rations
to supplement the basic subsistence ration for certain

Calories
Type of ",'lion pcr day

(i) Whole milk "...... 194
(ii) Skim milk 125

(iii) One hot meal per day... 600/700
(iv) Special ration of flour,

rice, etc. . ... ,........ 500
(v) Special ration, of flour,

rice, etc. 1,5oo/1,6o()
(vi) Vitamin capsules .

( d) I-Iealtlt care
1959 bEdl/et 1958 b1t'l.qet

$2,730,000 $2,500,000

15. This budget heading covers both preventive and
curative medical treatment in clinics and hospitals for
approximately 975,000 refugees.

16. The computed costs of health care cover all costs
associated with the health care programme except for the
transport of medical supplies within the UNRWA area,
which are provided for separately (see section (h)
below) .

17. Certain economies in operations and improve
ments in administration and organization which were
initiated in 1957 and continued in 1958, will be main
tained in 1959. However, in 1959 the prices of food
items for patients and hospital start will be higher than
the average level for 1958; prices of medical supplies will
be somewhat higher; vacant medical posts on the ap
proved manning tables are expected to be filled in 1959,
subsidies for beds in government and private hospitals
win be higher, and several ambulances which are beyond
the stage of economical repair will need to be replaced.
The effects of these changes are estimated to involve an
expenditure of $230,000 more than the figure in the
budget for 1958.

18. This budget heading covers the provision and
maintenance of shelter for approximately 400,000 refu
gees, together with water supplies, sanitation facilities,
insect and rodent control, etc. (These latter are also
enjoyed by approximately 36,000 additional refugees
"squattcrs"-who have established themselves on the
outskirts of official UNRWA camps.)
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of supply inventories valued on an average at more than
$5 million.

30. The decrease of $100,000 below the 1958 figure
is due to a combination of a reduction in the volume of
technical stores; the progressive disposal of supplies and
equipment surplus to the Agency's current levels of op
erations; a significant reduction in stock levels; and
some refinements in stores control.

189,000 192,600

34. The improved financial position towards the end
of the year made it possible in 1958 to authorize the con
struction of 209 classrooms to avoid any triple shifts to
UNRWA schools during the 1958-1959 school year and
t? arrest ~he. trend toward double shifting. The construe
non o£ a ll1111t~d number o~ additional classrooms may also
be necessary 111 1959, tlS111g funds from the operational
reserve, if available.

$5,350,000 $4,700,000

32. This budget heading covers the provision of
elementary education (grades 1 to 6) for practically all
refugee children who seek it and of secondary education
(grades 7 to 11 or 12) for certain percentages of the
elementary school population (set at 17.5 in Jordan,
Lebanon and Syria, and a special arrangement in Gaza).
The cur~'iculum also includes handicraft training for
students 111 those areas where the Agency has been able
to provide facilities. General education activities are con
duct~d. both i.n Agency-operated schools and also by
subsidies to pnvate and government-operated schools.

.33. T~ some extent the budget presentation is C0111

plicated, since the school year, which begins about Sep
tember. (the actual date varying between countries), falls
p~rtly 11l one budget period and partly in another. Provi
SlOU for the calendar (and budget) year 1959 includes
the last half of the school year 1958-1959 and the first
half of the school year 1959-1960. The estimates of
school populations are:

(j) Emergency expenses

31. It is not yet possible to predict, with any degree
of accuracy, the probable costs of emergency operations
in Lebanon, Syria and Jordan due to the political crises
in the Middle East. Supplies have been brought in
through the ports of Latakia for Syria and Jordan and
through Aqaba for J ordan, Road transport freight costs
have varied significantly from the estimates compiled last
year. Certain localities in Lebanon have had to be sup
plied by chartered schooners sailing out of Beirut. On
the other hand, operations through the port of Beirut
were at a substantially reduced level; certain operations,
especially supplementary feeding in some localities in
Lebanon, were disrupted or curtailed, and similar prob
lems arose in Jordan due to the shortage of fuel; in
Jordan, generally, acute shortages of petrol oil and lu
bricants hampered but did not arrest relief operations. A
provisional and quite tentative estimate of emergency
expenditure in 1958 from these causes, is $100,000. No
allowance for this was included in the budget for 1958,
nor has any provision been made in this new budget, the
cost being met from operational reserve.

(k) General education (normal programme)
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1959 budget

Elementary education .
Secondary education , .

1959 budget 1958 budget
$230,000 $330,000

25. This budget heading provides for the cost of
registration of refugees and their social changes by birth,
marriage and death, their changes of physical location,
modifications in the categories of refugees entitled to ra
tions and services, together with verification and deter
mination of eligibility for such assistance.

26. The reduction of $100,000 from the 1958 budget
represents the transfer of the cost of the Agency's statis
tical and recording unit fr0111 this budget heading to
Common services, in line with the development of this
unit as a service to finance, supply, procurement and
other divisions.

24. The social welfare activities include:
(i) $190,000 for case work among those refugees

who are in particular need of assistance-widows, or
phans, the aged, the chronically sick and other persons
handicapped in circumstances of exceptional hardship
together with assistance for burial costs and to private
institutions serving the refugees;

(ii) $210,000 for ocean freight and distribution of
donated clothing (which, again in 1959, will be the
only source of clothing for adult refugees). It is due
mainly to the generous efforts of voluntary agencies that
it is possible for the refugees to be clothed. The Agency's
contribution to the clothing programme covers only the
cost of ocean freight on consignments of used clothing
and transportation within the UN RWA area;

(iii) $190,000 for the Agency's community develop
ment programme in the camps, which includes support
for thirty-one sewing training courses, five carpentry
training courses, twenty-nine men's recreation centres, a
fund for initial assistance in the form of grants for small
scale group projects proposed by refugees, and a fund
for small grants to individuals to enable them to go to
work again. The Agency is also encouraging voluntary
societies to take over the support and supervision of those
activities in which they are interested.

(g) Registration and eligibility

(h) Transport within the UNRWA area

1959 badoet 1958 budget

$1,390,000 $1,340,000

27. This budget heading covers the costs of all pas
senger transport within the UNRW A area and of all
transp~rt (inc1udin.g port operations) of supplies from
the point ?f reception to the point of consumption, with
the exception of port costs on basic food commodities and
their transport to field warehouses. This exception has
been made to avoid apparent fluctuations in the cost of
basic subsistence which would otherwise arise from the
f~ct that basic commodities are purchased locally at
tunes and purchased abroad at other times (see also
para. 10 above).

28. The budge~ estimate for 1959 is $50,000 higher
than the budget estrmate for 1958 to provide for essential
replacement of vehicles.

(i) Stores control and warehousing

1959 1958

$600,000 $700,000

29. This budget heading covers the warehousinz of
supp.li~s aft~r receipt in the UNRW A area, together ~vith
administrative costs associated with the proper control

36



TOTAl. 850,000

Cost
$

255,000

322,000
75,000
35,000
15,ODO
10,000
16,000

122,000

19531)1"loet1959 blldget

Activity

(i) University scholarships for professional train-
ing , .

(ii) Operation of two vocational training centres
(Jordan and Gaza) .

(iii) Arc welding course (Lebanon) .
(iv) Commercial training (Gaza and Lebanon) .

(v) Teacher training (Gaza) .

(vi) Nursing training (Jordan and Gaza) .

(vii) MisceIlaneous courses (all areas) .

(viii) Administration and common instruction .

deman? in the Middle East, together with the cost of
operating the two vocational training centres and a num
~er of .special COurses in arc welding and other trades,
m nursing training, in secretarial and commercial train
ing, and, to a limited extent, in teacher training in gov
ernment establishments.

37. In chapter I of the 1959 estimates only the cost
of currently operating activities is included. Certain other
vocational education plans are provided for under chapter
II (see paras. 56 and 57 below). There are material
variations between the budget for 1958 and actual or
estimated expenditure, due to some extent to slightly
increased operating costs, but mainly to the increase in
the number of students at the Kalanc1ia (]orc1an) V oca
tiona1 Training Centre, where provision has been made
for additional courses in surveying, commercial training
and diesel fitting; to the expansion of the arc welders'
course (although this has been disrupted by the current
emergency in Lebanon); and to the completion of the
dormitories, principal's house and playing field at the
Gaza Vocational Training Centre.

38. Provision in 1959 is made for the continuation of
the following vocational education activities, the increase
of $160,000 over the 1958 budget representing the cost
for a full year of the additional courses initiated during
1958:

(m) Placement services
1959 budget 1958 budoc;

$150,000 $150,000

39. This budget heading covers the operation of a
placement service which helps qualified refugees to fi!ld
jobs and the provision of subsidies for refugees who ':'l.sh
to migrate to areas where employment opportlll11tlcs
exist. The figure is the same as for 1958.

(n) Completion of minor projects

$190,000 $450,000

40. Owing to financial stringency in 1957 no new
projects were initiate.d i a number were ~losed i.n 1957,
and most of the rema111111g ones were terminated in 1958,
Only the following projects will be continued in 1959:

(i) The anti-malarial campaign in the Yarmuk-J ?r
dan Valley, which is scheduled to be concluded during
1959 at a cost of $17,000.

(ii) The Jordan Development Bank, towards the
capital of which the Agency is due to make a further
contribution of $140,000.

(iii) Land survey and afforestation to develop farm
lands in Gaza by planting trees to arrest sand encroach
ment, for which $23,000 is required to complete the pro
gramme during 1959.

35. The increase ($650,000) in the 1959 estimate
over the 1958 budget is due to a combination of the
following factors:

(i) Normal population increases produce larger
school populations, both in primary and in secondary
categories, necessitating the employment of additional
teachers, the consumption of additional supplies, etc.
For 1959, this increase will cost an estimated $170,000,

(ii) Normal salary increments, together with higher
salaries earned by teachers improving their qualifications,
and other unavoidable staff cost increases, will amount
to an estimated $330,000,

(iii) In 1957, shortage of funds compelled the
Agency to defer the scheduled increase in the secondary
school population from 15 per cent of the primary popu
lation to 17.5 per cent in Lebanon, Syria and Jordan
(in order to keep abreast of the improvements in stand
ards in the host countries). In 1958 this increase was
again not budgeted, but it will now be possible to proceed
with implementation in the last half of 1958. Provision
for continuation at 17.5 per cent is included in the 1959
budget, at a cost of $140,000.

(iv) Finally, an amount of $150,000 has been in
cluded to provide subsidies for secondary schooling in
Gaza for an additional 3,400 students over and above
the number that would normally be assisted by
UNRWA. The conditions leading to this situation were
described in paragraphs 47 to 50 of annex G of last
year's report," and it will suffice here to point out that,
in view of the virtual absence of employment possibilities
in Gaza, where 330,000 persons are confined in a nar
row strip which could with difficulty support a fraction
of that number, the Government and the Agency have
accepted a far larger percentage of pupils in secondary
schools than correct educational practice would permit.
This, of course, is only an expedient and the solution for
this problem does not consist in keeping young men at
school but in encouraging them to find employment out
side the strip. However, until such time as a more lasting
solution has been found, further expansion of secondary
school facilities offers a temporary but unsatisfactory
solution.

In 1958, the Agency included a provision for this pur
[Jose under second priority rehabilitation programme, to
be expended only if contributions were sufficient to per
mit doing so. Now that this special subsidy can be paid
for 1958, it is proposed to continue it in 1959, as a part
of the normal education budget. Hence the item ap
pears to represent an increase over the 1958 budget for
the normal general education programme, but in reality
represents only a transfer from the budget heading of
"Special education programme in Gaza" (1958) to
"General education" (1959). The provision in 1958 was
$200,000, but it was found that $150,000 was enough
and the same figure is provided in the 1959 estimates.

(v) Against these increases, amounting in all to
$790,000, administrative and operational economies are
expected to produce a saving of $140,000.

(l) Vocational education
1959 bu doe: 1958 blldget

$850,000 $690,000

36. This budget heading covers the provision .o~ a
limited number of university scholarships for the traimng
of carefully selected students in medicine, arts and
sciences and other professional fields where there is a
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(c) Projects and special activities

(b) Expansion of vocational education

(d) Special camp facilities

50. Under this heading is included a modest provi
sion for the re-activation of the individual grants pro
gramme, mainly for agricultural, industrial and commer
cial undertakings.

4.
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1958 b"dget

19581mdget

$4,550,000

1959 budget

1959 budget

$2,000,000

$850,000 $2.060,000

47. This budget heading provides for the re-activa
tion of teacher training in Jordan by the construction
($153,000) and equipment ($31,000) of the men's
teacher-training college in Ramallah, Jordan. Although
it is unlikely that the building will be completed much
before the end of 1959, provision is also made for operat
ing costs for six months ($47,000), or a total cost of
$231,000. It also provides for the rental for one year
of premises for a women's teacher-training college, and
its operation ($60,000).

48. Provision is also included for the construction
and equipment of one additional vocational training
centre in Jordan, for which the estimated total cost is
$382,000. No provision is made in 1959 for operating
costs, which are estimated at approximately $250,000
per annum after the first intake of trainees is inducted
in 1960. A further $107,000 is included for the expansion
of facilities at Kalandia by the construction of a new
dormitory and certain additional workshops which would
raise total enrolment to nearly 400.

49. With allowance for contingencies and price varia
tions, the total expenditure under this heading is not
expected to exceed $850,000.

the case of education, without taking away from the
refugees the service which they probably prize the
highest. Chapter II is concerned with the revival of ac
tivities in the self-support field which were terminated or
suspended for financial reasons in 1957 and which were
identified as second priority items in the 1958 rehabilita
tion budget. The estimated cost of chapter II in 1959, at
$4,115,000, is considerably less than the corresponding
estimate in the 1958 rehabilitation budget ($7,810,000),
but represents an amount that could reasonably be spent
in the course of the year. In the case of projects and
special activities, it is believed that the sum of $2 million
might be paid or committed through an individual grants
programme similar to the one terminated in 1957 when
1600 applications were outstanding. It goes without say
ing that contributions over and above those required to
finance chapters I and II would be highly desirable, for
they would enable the Agency to embark with more
assurance on a wider range of self-support activities
(e.g" more vocational training centres).

1959 b"dget 1958/11/dgel

$1,000,000 $1,000,000

51. This heading covers the cost of building new
camps for those refugees whose present shelter is, and
has always been, thoroughly unsatisfactory by reasons of
makeshift construction, bad location and other factors of
concern to the Agency and to the host Governments.

(0) Common services
1959 b"ilget 1958 b"dget

$2,500,000 $2,500,000

41. This budget heading covers the general adminis
tration of the whole of the Agency's continuing activities
in chapter I and of proposed activities in chapter II
both at Headquarters, Beirut, and in the Field Offices.
These include:

(i) General administration, which comprises the Of
fice of the Director, the offices of country representatives,
area and camp officers, the New York liaison office and
the Advisory Commission.

(ii) General Services, which comprise procurement
of supplies, production of documents, legal and financial
services, mechanized records, personnel services, office
facilities, communications and travel services and transla
tion.

(iii) Operations administration and services, which
comprise the supervision of operations, the production of
economic studies, public information services, technical
services and visual aids.

42. In prior years it was customary to divide the cost
of common services, somewhat arbitrarily, between the
relief and the rehabilitation programmes under the head
ings of relief administration and rehabilitation adminis
tration. This is no longer necessary now that all current
operations have been amalgamated under chapter 1.

43. This function would normally show an increase to
reflect annual staff increments. In 1958, however, re
organization and streamlining resulted in economies
which will be maintained in 1959 and will not only offset
such unavoidable increases but also the cost ($100.000)
of the Agency's statistical and recording unit transferred
to this budget heading from that of registration and
eligibility.

3. CHAPTER II OF THE BUDGET

(p) Operational reserve
1959 bllilgel 19581mdget

$800,000 $800,000

44. An amount of $800,000 has again been included
in 1959 to provide for operational con tingencies such as
winter storm damage to shelters and for emergencies such
as those from which the Agency has suffered during the
past five years. The amount represents only 2.4 percent
of the total cost of chapter I operations and is considered
to be the minimum required for safety.

. 45. 'l~h.e operationa! res~rves do r;ot include any spe
cI~1 provision for possible increases In basic commodity
I:nces where a significant rise could easily require addi
tional funds and possibly a re-appraisal of the entire
budget.

(iv) Rehabilitation of orphans and handicapped
youth, for which $10,000 will maintain the programme
at current levels,

(a) General
4G. The activities which have been included in this

sec~)]JcI clwpt,er of expenditure, while in themselves highly
deslrahle, enjoy n lower priority in the allocation of funds
than those which are described in chapter 1. The latter,
concerned as they are with the feeding, accommodation,
health and education of the refugees, cannot be reduced
or stopped wi thout causinz immediate sufferinz or in

~ '" ,
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(e ) Special education programme in Gasa

4. FINANCING THE 1959 BUDGET

54. Last year, the programmes which the Agency
was directed to pursue were estimated to cost nearly
$41 million, of which $33 million were required for meet
ing the cost of current operations (mainly relief and edu
cation). The balance was needed for re-starting some of
the self-support activities which had been brought to a
close in 1957 through lack of funds.

SS. Due to a fortunate combination of circumstances,
the Agency is likely to complete its minimum programme
in 1958 for $31 million, or about $2 million less than
the amount estimated in last year's budget. After con
sultation with the Advisory Commission, it has been de
cided to devote this saving to restoring standards where
these had been affected by decisions forced upon the
Agency by the financial crisis of 1957.

56. It has also been decided that the expected excess
of contributions over the amount required for the mini
mum programme ($1.5 million) should be used to re
activate a number of the activities which featured in the
second priority programme last year. Since it is unlikely
for technical reasons that a start will have been made
upon these activities until the latter part of 1958, they
I:a"'l~ heed included in the 1959 budget under chapter II,
while the funds allocated for them have been brought into
~ben·e. The effect of these decisions is to reduce the
amount of new money required to finance chapter II in
1959 by $1.5 million, from $4.1 to $2.6 million.

52. The exceptional education conditions existing in
G.aza have been previously described under paragraph 35
(~v) above, where the 1959 budget provision for subsi
dies to an unusually large secondary school population
was discussed. It was pointed out there that the 1959
budget contains a provision of $150000 for secondary
school subsidies to some 3,400 pupil~ above the normal
number assisted. !fowever, th~ ~ssistance thus provided
to these students IS only the mmimum to cover marginal
costs of the additional teachers, supplies and so on. It
does not provide for construction of facilities and the
exceptiOl;ally large number of students in 'secondary
schools 111 Gaza, plus the normal population increases
for which it has not been possible to provide additional
fac!lities in past x.ears, have created a particularly un
satisfactory condition of overcrowding in classrooms.
Virtually all classroom.s are now used by two shifts daily,
and many of them WIll have to be used by three shifts
unless something is done immediately. A minimum of
400 additional classrooms is required to eliminate this
very unsatisfactory condition, at a cost of $265,000.

53. It should be noted that this particular budget
heading in 1959 is not really comparable with the same
budget heading in 1958. As explained in paragraph 35
(iv) above, the 1958 "Special education programme in
Gaza" provided for the subsidies which in 1959 appear
~llder the "General Education" heading. Although both
Items are related to the same problem, namely, the ex
ceptional education conditions existing in Gaza, the
minimum subsidies for operations have, in 1959, been
included in chapter I of the budget, while the classrooms
now proposed to be constructed have been included in
chapter n.

In ",ilIio,,"
of us $

33.4
4.1

37.S

1.5

Net funds required for 1959 budget............. 36.0

58. It must be emphasized that all of the net $36
million of funds required to cover the 1959 budget must
come.from 1?59 pl~dges and contributions. The Agency's
working capital (discussed separately below) is certainly
too small to permit any of it to be used to meet the 1959
budget, and there are no other funds available.

59.. I~ must also be ~mphasized that the late receipt of
~ontnbu~lOns can only increase the Agency's difficulties
m carrying out its mandate, in view of its very limited
resources. If the Agency cannot be assured of adequate
funds well in advance of the scheduled date of expendi
ture, proper planning of operations becomes impossible
and the execution of even a minimum programme is
threatened. For the proper and reasonable financing of
its operations, the Agency should be able to count on
receiving at least half of the necessary contributions by
1 January and the remaining half by 1 July.

60. The Agency's requirements of contributions for
1959 are unavoidably slightly higher than the amount
expected to be received in 1958 ($36 million against
$34.5). The additional money is required to meet the cost
of a constantly increasing population, and to cover higher
prices and other unavoidable increases in costs such as
the annual increments in staff salaries. The additional
$1.5 million must come either from new contributors, or
from an increase in the rate of contributions from regular
contributors, or from a combination of both. Since only
about thirty-four Member Governments will have con
tributed to the 1958 budget, and since only two of these
will have provided nearly 90 per cent of total contribu
tions, it is earnestly to be desired that a larger number
of Member States will find it possible to make appro
priate contributions to the Agency's 1959 budget.

5. WORKING CAPITAL

61. The Agency started operations on 1 January
1958 with $8.5 million of working capital available for
operations, and expects to complete the fiscal year on 31
December with approximately the same amount of free
working capital, since (as has been explained earlier)
the Agency expects to spend or commit in 1958 an
amount equal to total contributions received. An amount
of $8.5 million is barely enough for three months' opera
tions in the absence of contributions. Although the
Agency fortunately received most of its 1958 contribu
ti~1s in reasonably good time for operations, it is obvious
that a reserve of funds equal to only three months' opera
tions is an extremely narrow margin. It is indeed so
small that the slightest hesitation in the flow of .con
tributions can completely disrupt the Agency's operations,
as occurred in 1957 when delays in the receipt of income

57. Th?s, to implement its programmes for 1959, the
A~~ncy WIll .reqUlre new contributions of at least $36
million, As WIll be noted from the preceding discussion of
the budget, the total cost of chapter I and chapter II
amounts to $3?~ million, but this figure will be reduced
by the $1.5 million referred to above. A summary of the
1959 cash requirements is therefore as follows:

~o cover chapter I (mainly relief and education)
10 cover chapter II (other self-support activities)

Total requirements .
Less funds available from excess 1958 contribu-

tions over minimum budget .
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1958 b'ldgot

$200,000

1959 budget

$265,000
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·ced the Agency to curtail or defer highly desirable,
d in some cases necessary, parts of its programme be
use it lacked sufficient reserves to carry on with them
ti1 further contributions were received.

62. The Agency strongly recommends that it be
ovided with working capital available for operations
ual to at least five months' requirements (approxi
itely $15 million) or an increase of $6.5 million. Such
reserve would ensure the availability of funds to enable
to carry on its work without interruption, even if con
butions were slow in arriving, and would lessen the
ances of further unfortunate disruptions of the kind
th which the Agency has too frequently been faced.

1. GENERAL LEGAL ACTIVITIES AND PROBLEMS

1. The legal aspects of the work of the Agency are
anifold, and have included an undiminished number
Id variety of legal problems. Apart from the consider
de volume of routine work, mainly involving comrner
al, labour and administrative law, attention has also
:en given to matters of public international law and
Iationships with host Governments. During the year,
mtinued efforts have also been made to resolve certain
'oblems (especially in regard to outstanding claims)
hich resulted from the hostilities of November 1956
id to which reference was made in the last report.'
2. The outbreak in May 1958 of civil disturbances
.d armed conflict in Lebanon, and their continuance
roughout the remaining part of the reporting period,
evitably gave rise to a number of legal and security
oblem~. Apar~ from the protection of the Agency's
stallations, staff and property, the Agency was obliged
vary shipping arrangement and to negotiate emergency

ntracts for the off-loading of supplies at alternative
Irts (mainly Aqaba and Latakia ), and their subse
lent overland transportation by alternative routes. These
fficulties involved an increase in costs and unforeseen
,~s~ and also interfered with the performance of certain
nsting contracts.
3. Although the Agency's relationships with host

overnments have been maintained on much the same
isis as before, the lack of universal recognition of the
gency's status as a subsidiary organ of the United N a
»is h~s giv~n rise to increasing legal and practical
fficul~les dUrln~ the. year. The pos!tion in this regard
partlc~larIy serious 111 .the Gaza strip and in the Egyp

111 region of the United Arab Republic where the
genc:y'~ legal status was formally denied by government
ithorities, and where resultinz restrictions on the
gency's facilities ~nd activities h~ve in several respects
unpered the efficient conduct of the Agency's opera
ins. Related problems have also arisen in the other
,:,t. countries, .where.i~ p~rticular instances the Agency's
IV1Jeges. and 1l111~1l1l11t1es 111 regard to taxation and fiscal
rtters, l.mportatlOl! facilities or legal process have not
en ~dmJtted. 'yhl1e m~intaining the close working co
eration established with all host Governments, the

A/3686, annex H, para. 2.
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6. SUMMARY

63. The Agency's budget for 1959 totals $37.5 mil
lion, consisting of $33.4 million for chapter I activities
(i.e.) mainly relief and education) and $4.1 million for
chapter II activities (i.e., other self-support activities).
To finance this budget, the Agency expects to have avail
able $1.5 million from excess contributions received in
1958; the balance of $36 million must come from con
tributions for 1959. In addition, the Agency requests the
receipt, by loan or by contribution, of $6.5 million to
bring its working capital to a safe level in view of con
tinuing uncertainties concerning the size and timing of
the receipt of contributions.

Agency has renewed its efforts, through both negotia
tions and written representations, with a view to ob
taining the recognition and facilities which are necessary
for the fulfilment of its mandate and which were con
ferred on the Agency by the constitutional texts under
which it was established.

4. Further difficulties have also arisen in connexion
with the inter-governmental agreement (referred to in
the last report) 2 concerning rail transportation between
Lebanon, Syria and Jordan. The application to the
Agency of the restrictive regulations which are the sub
ject of this ag~'eemen~ has continued to result not only
m delays, but 111 considerable extra costs (amounting in
~ll.to more th~n $650,°0.°), and in spite of the Agency's
insistence on ItS exemption from any restrictions on the
method adopted for the transportation of its supplies this
problem remains unresolved. '

? Mention was made in the previous reports of two
claims made by the Agency against the Government of
Israel in respect of damages resL~lting from the entry into
and occupation of the Gaza strip by Israel forces. One
of these claims, rel~ting to damages and losses sustained
by UNRWA and ItS staff as a result of the Israel occu
pation of the Gaza strip, has been re-submitted in further
detail dyring the year in the amount of $309,865. At the
s~e 1:Jme~ the Agency has also lodged an additional
~Ialm against the Israel Government amounting to
$~2,500,.for losses and ~;;.mages resulting from a road ac
cident WIth an Israel military vehicle which took place in
February 1957, and in which one UNRWA staff mem
ber was killed and two. others injured. The Agency
understands that these claims are under consideration by
t~e Israel Government, but has not yet received any defi
nite reply thereto. In the meantime, the Israel Govern
ment ~as lodged several claims against the Agency
amount;ng altogether .to l11?re than $55,000, in respect
of services and supplies Said to have been provided to
the Agency by the Israel Government durinz the same
period. These latter claims are being considered in the
general context of the Agency's claims against Israel.

6. The very large number of contracts concluded by
the Agency each year (and which, during the period

2 A/3686, annex H, para. 26.
3 A/36S6, annex H, para. 8.
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under review, numbered over 3,000) continue to give
rise to a variety of legal problems, including the drafting
of conditions of contract, defaults on the part of suppliers,
insurance matters and claims by or against the Agency.
Although differences or disputes under commercial con
tracts have in most cases been resolved by negotiation,
arbitration has been envisaged in respect of certain out
standing claims, some of which involve disputes of con
siderable complexity.

7. In the field of administration, the direct employ
ment by the Agency of some 10,000 staff members con
tinues to have numerous legal ramifications. As stated in
the last report," the Agency's new staff regulations and
provisional staff rules were issued on 1 July 1957. Since
then, considerable progress has been made with a view
to achieving more comprehensive and standardized rules
and conditions of service and procedures, thus further
clarifying the legal relationship between the Agency
and the various categories of staff whom it employs.

8. With regard to appeals from staff members, the
Agency has maintained its ad hoc Joint Appeals Board
machinery, but at the same time has taken the necessary
steps for the appointment and election of chairmen and
members of the new Joint Appeals Board which is
shortly to be established. Elections for this purpose have
already taken place among the Agency's locally-recruited
staff, a series of staff consultations have also been held,
and revised staff rules on this subject are ready to be
issued.

9. Mention was made in the last report" of the
decision of the United Nations Administrative Tribunal
(J udgement No. 70), rendered on 23 August 1957,
in the case of a former staff member of UNRWA
who had alleged inter alia wrongful termination. In this
judgement the Tribunal rejected all the claims of the
applicant and, incidentally, took note of the new adjudi
cation procedures now provided for in the Agency's staff
regulations and provisional staff rules issued on 1 July
1957.

10. Continued co-operation has been maintained with
the United Nations Emergency Force (UNEF) in re
gard to various legal matters, especially in connexion with
the services provided by the Agency during the year
under its agreement with UNEF for the procurement
and shipment of supplies. In addition, the Agency has
recently been providing various forms of legal assistance
to the United Nations Observation Group in Lebanon
(UNOGIL).

11. As in previous years, the Agency has continued
to benefit fr0111 the very helpful collaboration of the Office
of the Legal Counsel of the United Nations and also of
the legal advisers of the various specialized agencies.

2. LEGAL WORK IN THE VARIOUS HOST COUNTRIES

(a) The Egyptian Region of the United Arab Republic
and the Gaza strip

12. It 111USt again be reported, with regret, that the
Agency has continued to encounter serious difficulties as
a ~'esl1lt of the apparent unwillingness of the Egyptian
authorities to recognize the status of the Agency as a
subsidiary organ of the United Nations, or to accord to
the Agency the privileges and immunities which flow
from that status, and which are necessary for the ful
tilment of its duties. Although this matter has been the

4 A/3686, annex H, para. 5.
foA/3686, annex H, para. 6, footnote 31.
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subject of a number of written representations and dis
cussions, the basic divergence between the viewpoints of
the Government and the Agency has become increasingly
apparent, and some examples of the practical conse
quences are given below.

13. Mention was made in the last report" of the
refusal by the Egyptian authorities to grant permits to
certain Agency officials to enter or re-enter the Gaza
strip. Although, during the early part of the period under
review, it appeared that these difficulties were in course
of being resolved, the position deteriorated in the second
half of the year, and permits were denied to several
UNRWA officials whose presence in Gaza was particu
larly necessary for the Agency's operations. In spite of
the Agency's written and verbal representations to the
Government of the United Arab Republic, this matter
has unfortunately still not been resolved.

14. Misunderstandings have also arisen in connexion
with the Agency's jurisdictional immunity, and attempts
have been made to apply the provisions of local municipal
law to contracts of service between the Agency and its
staff members. Thus, three court actions and three com
plaints to the Egyptian Department of Labour were
filed against the Agency by former staff members. In
none of these court cases has the Agency's status or
jurisdictional immunity been recognized and, as men
tioned in the previous report," one such case resulted in
a judgement expressly denying this status and immunity.

15. A further written denial of the Agency's status
and privileges and irnmunities was contained in a docu
ment (elated 8 September 1956) emanating from the
State Counsel, which only came to the Agency's atten
tion at the end of 1957, after being cited in court pro
ceedings. The Agency's status and immunities were more
recently again denied in a letter addressed to the Agency
on 10 May 1958 by the Government authorities in Gaza,
citing the State Counsel's opinion.

16. Attempts to serve summonses and attachment
orders are other examples of actions which violate the
immunity from legal process of the Agency and of its
staff members in the performance of their official duties.
In several instances the Agency has been obliged to re
turn or to protest against summonses or court orders
which were improperly issued or transmitted. With a
view to resolving these misunderstandings, the Agency
has endeavoured to reach agreement with the government
authorities on the adoption of procedures in regard to
judicial processes and government investigations, which
would respect the status and immunity of the Agency
and its assets and records, without impairing the proper
course of justice

17. The authorities of the United Arab Republic
have recently sought to require intern~tion~l officials of
the Agency in Ga.~a to c?111pl~te qu~stlOr:naIr~s al11?unt
inz to a form of alien registration, this being inconsistent
with the provisions of the Convention on Privileges and
Immunities of the United Nations adopted by the G~n
eral Assembly on 13 February 1946. After consultation
with the Legal Counsel of the United Natio?s, ~e
Agency has accordingly declined to comply WIth this
requirement.

18. Although the full extent of the Agency's immun
ity from the payment of taxes. has n~t always been ad
mitted, the Agency has obtained reImbursement from

6 A/3686, annex H, para. 1l.
7 A/3686, annex H, para. 14, footnote 34.



the government authorities of a number of taxes and
customs duties from which it is exempt.

19. Apart from. the various pro?lems whi.ch h~ve
still to be satisfactorily resolved, certam other difficulties
which arose during the year, and which led to official
representations by the Agency, were settled in a practical
manner in collaboration with the government authorities.

(b) The Syria11 Region of the United Arab Republic
20. On the whole there has been an improved under

standing of the Agency's status in the Syrian Region of
the United Arab Republic, although in some respects the
position is not entirely satisfactory.

21. Mention was made in the previous report" of
two judgements of the court of Cassation in Syria, of
which the first declared the Agency to be a public body
of the Syrian Republic, and the second took into account
the true legal status of the Agency. In spite of the im
portance of the principle involved, it has not been pos
sible to rectify or annul the former of these two judge
ments. In the meantime, however, in a more recent case,
a criminal court of first instance recognized in its j udge
ment the Agency's status and immunity. In regard to
other judicial proceedings which occurred during the
year, the Agency has encountered a variety of specific
problems concerning both procedure and substance.

22. Some of the restrictions in the movement of
Agency officials within Syria, mentioned in the previous
report" have persisted during the period under review.
In particular, certain ALi'ency officials have been pre
vented from travelling on duty in specified areas in which
the Agency is operating, the necessary military permits
not having been granted. In spite of the Agency's repre
sentations in this respect, this curtailment of its officials'
freedom of movement still remains unresolved.
. 23. The position in regard to the Agency's immunity
trom taxes and customs duties has in certain respects im
proved during the year, especially in connexion with the
Agency's exemption from taxes and customs duties on
petroleum, kerosene and alcohol. On the other hand, the
difficulties which were previously reported.l" resulting
from the repeated attempts by the government authorities
to levy income tax on the salaries of area staff members
of the Agency, have continued much as before, and at the
end of the reporting period still remained unresolved.

24. Legal problems of a contractual or administrative
n~ture have conti~1l1~d to arise in Syria, both in connexion
With land and buildings used by the Agency and also with
regard to supplies and the employment of staff.

(c) Jordan
. 25. The. negotiations previously reported-t concern
mg the revision of the existing general agreement be
tween the Agency and the Government of Jordan have
not been resumed during the period under review al
t~ollgh some useful discussions have taken place with the
Government .111 regard to certain specific points of clif
ferenee, and In some respects a larger measure of agree
ment hJS been achieved.

,~6.'~hc Agency's claim against the Jordan Govern
I.I'(llt ~l~~ CI?I,llpCIlSJtlOn f~r loss al~d damage resulting
lHJld C1\ 11 disorders and nots, mentioned previously.P is

H;\/3686, annex H para. 23
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still outstanding, and the Agency has so far been unable
to obtain from the Government any acknowledgement
of its liability in this connexion, Nor has the AgencY
received from the Government any reparation or ac
knowledgement of the wrongful attachment of Agency
funds by a Jordan court in 1954, referred to in previous
reports.P

27. Although certain specific legal problems con
cerning the Agency's status and privileges and immunilies
have been settled in a practical manner through the co
operation of the government authorities, some difficulties
remain outstanding, as for example in regard to certain
taxation matters and judicial proceedings. The Agency
has been obliged to make further representations, and to
return certain summonses and notifications which were
improperly transmitted, or which required the payment
of taxes, or appearances in court proceedings.

28. The Agency has also encountered a variety of
legal problems in connexion with commercial contracts,
project agreements, building operations and other Agency
activities in Jordan, some of which have given rise to
claims or disputes, which have been the subject of nego
tiations or amicable settlements during the year.

(d) Lebanon
29. One legal difficulty which arose in connexion

with the Lebanese crisis resulted from the special re
strictions which were imposed by the Lebanese Govern
ment on the movement of Palestine refugees, including
Palestinian staff members of the Agency, across the
Lebanese-Syrian frontier. Arrangements for essential
movements of local Agency staff between these two
countries were, however, in due course negotiated with
the Lebanese authorities.

30. Other legal problems which have arisen during
the year in connexion with the Agency's activities in
Lebanon have mainly concerned the detailed application
of the Convention on Privileges and Immunities of the
United Nations, and of the agreement concluded be
tween UNRWA and the Government of Lebanon on
26 November 1954.

31. Although the Agency has obtained reimburse
ment of certain taxes and customs duties from which it
is exempt, other such claims have been the subject of
difficulties and delays. Particular mention should be
made of the Agency's outstanding claims, referred to in
last y,ear's report," concerning port dues and expenses
resulting from the compulsory use of rail transport
through the appli~ation of the inter-governmental agree
ment referred to 111 paragraph 4 above. With a view to
rea.ching: a settlement. of these and other outstanding
claims, It was agreed 111 principle that they would he re
ferred to a joint committee composed of representatives
of the Government and of the Agency. After initial de
lays, however, the establishment of this committee was
postponed indefinitely owing to the Lebanese crisis. with
the result that the claims in question are still awaiting
settlement.

32. Also during the period under review, the irn
munities of Agency officials have, on various occasions.
?een disregarded or insufficiently respected, for example
111 connexion WIth certain court summonses municipal
taxes and customs requirements. In order to'settle such
problems (of which other exa.mples were mentioned in

13 A/2717, annex G, para. 11 (i); A/2978, annex G, para. 19;
A/3212, annex: G, para. 19.
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the previous report-") various proposals were made by the
Agency, including a possible referral to arbitration. It

15 A/3686, annex H, para. 20.

was later envisaged, however, that this matter could be
resolved through the intermediary of the joint committee
referred to in the preceding paragraph.

ANNEX I

CO-OPERATION WITH OTHER UNITED NATIONS
ORGANIZATIONS

1. GENERAL

1. During the year under review, cooperation be
tween UNR\VA and other agencies of the United Na
tions continued and grew. The Agency wishes to express
its appreciation for the advice, assistance and co-operation
it has received from the various organizations, as well
<IS from departments and offices of the United Nations
Secretariat in New York. In turn, UNRWA was able
to be of assistance to other United Nations organs and
specialized agencies operating in the area. The extent of
this assistance was expanded during the year to cover
the United Nations Observation Group in Lebanon
(UNOGIL) for which the Agency temporarily pro
vided support of a purely administrative character.

2. Most United Nations organizations and specialized
agencies which have offices in Beirut were provided
either free or at cost with various administrative services
by the Agency. Several, along with UNRWA, have
their offices in the same compound.

3. The arrangement reported last year,! whereby the
Director of UNRWA assists United Nations staff mem
bers and their dependents in certain areas of the Near
East in time of crises, continued to apply during the re
cent crisis in Lebanon.

4. The Agency was represented at the meeting of the
Administrative Committee on Co-ordination (ACC) held
in Geneva on 5 May 1958. UNRWA was also repre
sen tec1 during the United Nations Week at the Brussels
International Exhibition.

2. UNITED NATIONS BODIES

(a) United Nations Children's Fund
5. In accordance with an arrangement under which

UNR\;VA pays the estimated costs of the services ren
dered by UNICEF, the latter has continued to act on
U:-JRWA's behalf as the purchasing agent for general
goods, the bulk of the medical supplies ~equired for. ~he
refugees and, in some cases, for basic ration commodities,

6. UNICEF's programme for assistance for mothers
and children living in frontier vill~ges in jordan was
continued, the number of people assisted remammg con
stant at about 50,000. These persons are not refugees
within UNRVIA's mandate, but all of them have ~ad
their livelihood affected by the Palestine. c?nfl~ct.
U;": I CEF uses the Agency's services for the distributicn
of supplies for this programme, and U:N~WA charges
UN I CEF with the cost of transport within Jordan.

7. The arrangements with regard to malaria control
reported last year'' continue in effect. Un~e.r. th~se, the
Lebanese Government has assumed responsibility 111 refu-

1 A/3c86, annex I, para. 3.
2 A/3686, annex I, para. 8.
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gee camps in Lebanon for malaria control, and UNICEF
provides the insecticides for the operations as part of its
over-all assistance to the malaria eradication campaign in
Lebanon. In Jordan, UNICEF provides some insecti
cides, vehicles and equipment as its contribution to the
joint programme for the eradication of malaria in J or
dan, in which the Jordan Government, WHO and
UNRWA also participate. For the time being,
UNRWA remains responsible for supplies, vehicles and
equipment in the Yarrnuk-jordan area, where it is itself
responsible for the anti-malaria campaign.

8. The Agency was able to loan one of its staff mem
bers for a short period to take photographs for
UNICEF as part of the latter's public information
activity.

(b) United Nations Conciliation
Commission for Palestine

9. In accordance with General Assembly resolution
1191 (XII), the Agency has continued its consultations
with the Commission in the best interest of their respec
tive tasks. During the year under review, this has been
limited generally to the exchange of information,. on. an
informal basis, concerning the work of each organization.

(c) United Naiions Emergency Force
10. The full co-operation between the United Na

tions Emergency Force (UNEF) and UNRWA re
ported last year continued during the period under re
view. This has taken the form, for the 1110st part, of
consultations in Gaza on matters of mutual concern, and
procurement by UNRW~ on behalf of U,NEF in .:e
spect of goods the latter wishes to purchase In the Beirut
area. UNEF has reimbursed UNRWA for the cost of
these services.

(d ) United Nations Information Centres
11. The past year has seen a considerable increase in

the utilization by UNRWA ?f the ser~lces. of the
United Nations Office of Public Information 111 New
York and of the United Nations Information Centres
throughout the world, with great benefit to t~le Agency.
The Office of Public Information's press, radio a1!d tele
vision services have been particularly helpful during the
sessions of the General Assembly; and the photography,
publications, radio and television services have rece~tly
increased their assistance in the field. The ~l1for~l1at!On
Centres have continued to be helpful in disserninanng
information about UNRWA, in arranging V1SItS and m
maintaining useful contacts. All this has led to a better
understanding of the Agency's operations and problems
in the areas covered by the Centres. For ItS. ~art,
UNRWA has offered the United Nations ancl. sp.ecmlizcd
agencies all possible assistance as regards public informa-



ANNEX J

PURCHASE, CONTROL AND

DISTRIBUTION OF SUPPLIES

tion in its own area of operations. In particular, it has
been able to act on behalf of the Cairo Information Cen
tre on several occasions.

(e) United Nations Observation Group
in Lebanon

12. Upon the establishment of the United Nations
Observation Group in Lebanon (UNOGIL), UNRWA
was asked to provide, 011 a purely temporary basis, and
without becoming involved in the operation, such ad
ministrative and other assistance as might be required.
This assistance included the initial arrangements regard
ing office space and housing, the provision of secretarial
assistance and office supplies and equipment, assistance
in making travel arrangements and in the purchase of
supplies for them on the Beirut market. This support
continues though on a progressively diminishing scale
as UNOGIL establishes its own administration.

(f) United Nations Truce Supervision
Organization

13. The Agency and the United Nations Truce
Supervision Organization (UNTSO) have continued
their practice of consultation and exchange of information
on matters of common concern. UNTSO also gave the
Agency valuable help during the recent crisis.

3. SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

(a) United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization

14. As in previous years, UNESCO continued to
take an active interest in all aspects of the education

1. PURCHASE

1. In implementing its programmes for the benefit of
the Palestine refugees, the Agency each year normally
spends between $16 million and $18 million on supplies,
the final figure depending on world commodity prices.
The principal commodity (food) costs between $13 and
$14 million, the largest single item being flour, of which
the Agency buys nearly 100,000 tons. The balance is
spent. on medical supplies and equipment, construction
~1atenals, ?Iankets, domestic fuels and the many other
Items required by the different programmes undertaken
for the refugees.

~. The Agency has established a system of ordering
which lal~es account of existing stocks, average monthly
consumption ~nd the time needed for placing the order
a.n~ transportmg the goods. It maintains a catalogue,
l~st1l1g more than 9,000 items, with a detailed descrip
non of all commodities and materials regularly used by
the Agency:- ~his h~s permitted a considerable degree
of standarrlization, WIth all its attendant advantages, in
eluding a hIgh degree of cost control. Stocks are reviewed
quarterly and a reglll~r pipeline of replenishment is
maintained. Coupled WIth constant inventory control of
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programme and to give the Agency very helpful techni
cal advice. Contributions have continued to be received
under the UNESCO gift coupons scheme.

15. On 1 July 1957, eight senior members of the
Agency's Education Division, including the Chief of
the Division, were on secondment from UNESCO. At
the end of the period under review, on 30 June 1958, the
number of seconded staff was seven and discussions were
going on with a view to increasing this number to meet
the modest expansion that is taking place in the Agency's
education programme.

(b) World Health Organization

16. During the year under review, WHO con
tinued its interest in the health programme and provided
very valuable technical help to the Agency through the
exchange of information on nutritional and epidemiologi
cal and other problems. The secondment of the Agency's
Chief Medical Officer and of three other senior members
of the Agency's health staff has been continued.

17. The Regional WHO meeting in Alexandria, the
WHO Executive Board meeting in Geneva, and the
WHO General Assembly at Minneapolis were each at
tended by an Agency representative. The Agency was
also represented at the Technical Meeting on Malaria
Eradication held in Baghdad, Iraq.

(c) Food and Agriculiural Organization

18. Regular consultations between UNRWA and
FAO regarding refugee nutrition have continued during
the past year.

stocks, standardization has permitted a reduction of about
$1 million in the operating stock level during the past
year.

3. The Agency purchases its requirements at the
lowest price consistent with quality and adequate assur
ances of delivery on time. In pursuance of this policy,
the practice of world-wide competitive bidding is used to
the extent feasible. Market research to determine, for ex
ample, the types of products available, the seasonal and
other movements of prices and the influence of other
factors is also compiled. Other things being equal (price,
quality, availability, etc.), the Agency buys in the Near
East in order to help the local economies. Thus, in a
normal year, the Agency spends between $7 and $8 mil
lion on goods .produced in the Near East, or on goods
produced outside but imported by local merchants who
h.ave offered them at competitive prices. For example,
;"1Ce has been bought in the United Arab Republic, dates
m Iraq and some flour in Jordan. The balance of the
Agency's requirements comes from outside the Near East
an~ is p~lrchase~ directly in the country of origin, from
which shipment IS arranged to the appropriate port in the
area, normally by sea. Until the recent crisis in Lebanon,
the ports principally used were Beirut, which served
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Le?anon, Jordan ~nd Syria, and Port Said, through
which the Gaza stnp was for the most part supplied.

4. The crises in the Near East during 1957-1958
had their repercussions upon the Agency's buying pro
gramme and expenditures. In some instances, and for
different periods, normal supply channels were inter
rupted. Borders were closed and transport unavailable.
In these circumstances, it was often necessary to author
ize local procurement (at higher prices) for the areas
cut off from the main channels of supply through Beirut.
Sometimes the goods needed in the isolated regions were,
in fact, available in the Agency's warehouses in Beirut,
but it was not possible to move these goods to the point
of distribution in the time required. This not only dis
rupted the programme, but forced UNRWA to duplicate
its purchases to a certain extent. The diversion of ship
ping and increased insurance rates are other factors
which tend, during a crisis, to increase procurement costs.

S. In the process of buying in the world market,
UNRWA makes use of the facilities of UNICEF, for
which a fee is paid. For its part, the Agency buys for
other United Nations agencies operating in the Near
East 011 a reimbursable basis. For example, UNRWA
has served as a purchasing agent for UNEF for re
quirements in the Beirut area and, more recently, for
UNOGIL.

2. CONTROL OF QUALITY

6. But it is also important that the supplies purchased
are of the proper type and quality. To ensure this, staff
members are present during the discharge of various
shipments of flour and other commodities. In Beirut and
Port Said, locally purchased supplies are generally in
spected both before and after delivery.

7. Inspection trips by Agency staff were made last
year covering two purchases of flour in Germany. The
flour was sampled in the German mills, when loaded on
river barges and sea-going ships, at various points in
Germany and in the ports of Rotterdam and Hamburg
While this is typical of checks made in Europe, quality
control in North America is arranged through agents.

8. The Agency maintains a laboratory where com
plete analyses of flour, fats, soaps and textiles are regu
larly made to ascertain the exact quality of supplies de
livered. Physical tests and examinations are made of
samples of pulses, dates, rice, sugar, textiles and blankets.
These analyses have been very valuable in controlling the
quality of these commodities. Inspection, analysis and
evaluation of samples have automatically eliminated un
desirable goods which do not conform to specifications.

3. DISTRIBUTION

9. The end of the process is the distribution of sup
plies to those who need them. As noted above, when the
supplies are procured on a world-wide market, they
are checked for quality and then brought to Near F;astern
points for distribution, normally through. Port Said a~d
Beirut. During the period under review, Port Said
handled approximately 45,000 tons of UNR\~A cargo.
During the same period, the port of Beir.ut :ecelVed some
105,000 tons of UNRWA cargo constltutl11g. about. 20
per cent of the total imports of the port. S.upp1J.e~ arrived
on 595 ships of forty-two different natlOnahhes. The
disturbances in Lebanon compelled the Agency to use
other ports-Latakia (Syria) and Aqaba (Jordan)
despite the extra expense which the use of these ports
involved.
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10. Normally, commodities received in Beirut are
either despatched immediately to Syria or Jordan, or
forwarde? to .the large warehouses which the Agency
operates 111 Beirut, and which can hold up to 12,000 tons
of vario~s. commodities. In these warehouses are kept all
commo.dlhes for consumption in Lebanon, as well as
centralized stocks, such as motor spare parts medical
supplies and administrative supplies. In addition: supplies
r~ceived in bulk for the Agency's whole area of opera
tions are sorted, stored and despatched to their final des
ti.nations, eitl:er by rail, by road or by air-the UNRWA
al:-craft carries a small quantity of urgently needed sup
plies as well as passengers on regular f1ights-or by
motor schooners. The motor schooners are normally used
solely for Gaza where cargo is offloaded into lighters.
This latter operation, at best difficult, is only possible
during the summer months because of the swell and surf
in winter. UNRWA offices in Beirut and Port Said
are in charge of all shipping operations, customs, clear
ance, quantity control, insurance and despatching.

11. In the four host countries, the Agency operates
seventy warehouses, with a total capacity of 103,000 cubic
metres, most of which have been put at the Agency's
disposal by Governments free of charge. The others cost
the Agency $32,000 in rentals, while the total warehous
ing operations cost some $356,000 annually. In Jordan,
UNRW A recently completed the building of a pre
fabricated central warehouse near Amman, where no
adequate facilities had previously existed.

12. Transport of supplies to the distribution centres,
where the refugees receive their rations, is performed
jointly by an UNRWA fleet of vehicles and by trucks
hired from contractors. Only flour and sugar are trans
ported by rail from Beirut to Amman as a result of
regulations intended to provide business for the narrow
gauge railway linking these two cities. The Agency is
claiming the difference in cost between road and rail,
but has not yet been paid. 53,000 tons of supplies were
transported by rail during the period under review.

13. The Caza strip is, for the most part, fed by rail
from Port Said up to the Agency's warehouses, whence
goods are despatched to distribution points by UNRWA
transport. It is estimated that the free use of the Egyp
tian railways from Port Said to Gaza represents a
yearly contribution of $147,000.

14. The Agency's fleet of vehicles consists of 392
vehicles, including 77 eight-ton trucks, 30 ambulances,
70 pickups, 22 buses, 104 sedans and station-wagons, and
89 "off-and-on" road vehicles, either ieeps or land
rovers. During the period under review, this fleet has
transported 9 million ton/kilometres of goods, and 18
million passenger/kilometres. Tran~port thr~t1~h con
tractors is mostly restricted to supplies: 12 million ton/
kilometres were transported by these means between 1
[uly, 1957 and 30 June 1958, at a cost of $175,000.
ThIS figure, however, does not include transpo~tation
provided free by the. host Governments. In Syria, 90
per cent of the supplies are transported at governm~nt

expense from the Damascus central warehouse to dis
tribution points, at an estimated cost of $40,000.

15. The maintenance of Agency vehicles is carried
out in UNRWA workshops and garages 111 each ho~t
country. These workshops have now extended their
services to UNTSO vehicles, and to some extent to
those of UNEF and UNOGIL. Stocks of spare parts,
although kept to the minimum, represent a total.value of
$111,000 and cover 4,500 items, all fully descnbed and



identified in a catalogue. The consumption of spare parts
averages $93,000 per year.

16. The refugees receive their supplies at distribution
centres. There are about 120 static centres, some in
rented premises and others in buildings which have been
erected by the Agency for the purpose. At the largest
centre, some 31,000 rations are issued per month. In ad
dition, the Agency distributes from trucks where the
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number of beneficiaries is small or they are located in
remote areas. Distribution usually takes place once a
month but there are variations to fit particular condi
tions. In the Gaza strip, for example, distribution is
done twice monthly, whilst south of Maan, in Jordan,
distribution is effected only every quarter. The annual
cost of this work is about $350,000, including salaries of
staff, construction or rent of premises, etc.
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